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ABSTRACT

Advancements in additive manufacturing, or more commonly known as 3D
printing techniques, and the development in synthetic polymers are enabling the fabrication
of patient-matched medical devices. These are especially thriving in the regenerative
medicine field where products with complex shapes are involved, such as cranial facial
bone defect repair. However, before the release of such medical devices on market, they
must be cleared by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The consistency of the
starting material and final product built from 3D printing was incorporated into FDA’s
concern to guarantee the safety and effectiveness of a medical device. Such material
consistency requires material specifications, which usually depends on the type of
materials and 3D printing techniques. For the example of polymers, the purity, molecular
weight, molecular mass distribution (Đm), glass transition temperature properties are
generally required. The failing to reliably and reproducibly produce a material may cause
final device failure in tests like mechanical, biocompatible and/or pre-clinical animal
studies, let alone to pass FDA regulations. Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) is a non-toxic,
amorphous, degradable, crosslinkable polyester, with tunable mechanical and degradation
properties for regenerative medicines. However, previous academic researchers reported
some limitations of using 3D printed PPF for medical applications and research on these
polymers had stopped at the stage of small animal studies. The drawbacks mainly came
iv

from unreliable molecular properties (e.g., Đm>2) and low yield (e.g., 35%) from
traditional synthetic methods.
Herein, a reaction system was developed as shown in this dissertation to generate
PPF from ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) of maleic anhydride and propylene
oxide followed by a base catalyzed isomerization reaction. Then a continuous improvement
in the yield (e.g., 65%-90%), a more reproducible synthesis (up to 1kg/batch), a better
control over the molecular mass distribution (e.g., 1.1-1.6) of PPF with various
functionalities were achieved. The following sections start with the story of the first attempt
to synthesize 3D printable PPF using a ROCOP method with detailed chemical and
physical characterizations on these PPF materials (Chapter III). Then, the viscosity
evaluations and 3D printing of these PPF based resins were further explored, followed by
mechanical tests (Chapter IV). These results demonstrated the potential of using such PPFbased materials in high resolution 3D printing techniques, such as continuous digital light
processing (cDLP) for bone repair applications. The most recent innovation in synthesis of
star-shaped PPF made it possible to efficiently obtain higher molecular mass PPF, which
also showed lower viscosity than their linear analogues. These significant improvements
in star-shaped PPF over linear PPF analogs from synthetic speed, viscosity for 3D printing
to mechanical properties were later disclosed (Chapter V).
Currently, 3D printing of ROCOP synthesized PPF-based degradable resins with
less solvent input, available functionalities for biological cues are possible, bringing a
relatively wide range of mechanical and degradation properties of printed products. This
work has been a preliminary study that has helped to gradually improve PPF properties to
aid in 3D printing for patient and defect-matched regenerative medicine.
v
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Medical Applications Using 3D printing Techniques

1.1.1 What is 3D printing?

Additive manufacturing (AM), or more commonly known as 3D printing, is a type
of fabrication process (shown in Figure 1.1.). The International Organization of
Standardization (ISO) and The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) define
AM as “a process of joining materials to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer
upon layer, as opposed to subtractive and formative manufacturing methodologies”1.
Clearly, 3D printing is different from traditional subtractive methods, fabricating a product
by removing excess material from a bulk material via milling, drilling and cutting methods2
and formative manufacturing methods, using high volume of material and molds to
fabricate an object, like injection molding and casting.2-4 Each of these three manufacturing
processes has its own advantages over the other depending on the size, complexity in 3D
architecture, and material requirements for the final product. As 3D printing makes an
object in a layer-by-layer format, subtractive manufacturing wins in producing larger
1

volume products with simple part details; and formative manufacturing may
dominate in fabricating one piece of large product out of different materials at one time
from molds at low cost. However, compared to subtractive manufacturing method, 3D
printing can benefit in fabricating intricate and hollow-interior products with highly details
in a cost-effective style, e.g., leaving fewer waste materials. 3D printing also has more
flexibility in switching designs of products at less cost with computer-aided design (CAD),
instead of spending more time and money on making lots of molds for product
improvement via a formative manufacturing process.

Figure 1.1. Three main types of manufacturing processes. a. additive manufacturing
method where an object is built in a “layer-by-layer” style. b. subtractive manufacturing
method where an object is built via removing excess material from a bulk object by
machining. c. formative manufacturing method where an object is formed inside prefabricated molds
Compared with conventional manufacturing processes, 3D printing process better
fits in efficiently and more cost-effectively fabricating products where precise control of
internal architecture (like pore size, tortuousness, connectivity and porosity) and/or
complex irregular exterior shape are required.2 With the generation of a complex 3D model
from either CAD or scanning of an object, slicing this 3D model into layers with a slicing
software, printing of such a complex 3D object can be completed automatically using a
3D printer. For building of complex architecture products, 3D printing technology can not
2

only provide products with better resolution and matching with their designs but also can
improve the fabrication efficiency as no extra molds or tooling processes are required.2 For
example, in 2013, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
successfully built a rocket engine injector using 3D printing technique with two printed
parts instead of manufacturing and assembling of 115 parts using conventional methods.
Fabrication blades for gas turbines using a 3D printing method can reduce the
manufacturing time from 44 weeks in a traditional fabrication method to four weeks.5
Since the invention of the 1st 3D printing system (a stereolithography apparatus
developed by Charles W. Hull to fabricate a 3D object) in 19866, 7, modern 3D printing
techniques have expanded rapidly during the past three decades. This change is highly
dependent on the continuous development and breakthroughs in material science, 3D
imaging, modeling and designing techniques, engineering fields, and more communication
between researchers in these fields.8, 9 3D printing has gained exciting interests in both
academic research and industrial applications from automobiles, commercial aerospace,
consumer products to customer-specific healthcare sectors.9-13

1.1.2 3D printing for customer-matched medical applications

Customer-matched medical products have sprung up like mushrooms during the
last two decades with these advancements from 3D printing, medical imaging and
modeling techniques.8, 14 Such applications namely, but not limited to, surgical diagnosing
and practices9, 15, wearable medical devices9, 16, dental implants9, 17, craniofacial surgical
implants (e.g., periodontal complex regeneration, cranial implant)11,
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18, 19

, bone tissue

engineering and regeneration3, 20, 21, to drug delivery5, 9, 22, 23, where small to medium size
products with personalized designs are of high importance.

Figure 1.2. General 3D printing flow chart diagram of a wearable customized oral delivery
mouthguard in a clinical case16 Data acquisition, using a digital scanner to scan the
customer’s maxillary anatomy. 3D manufacture, using computer aided design and
modeling software to guide an extrusion-based 3D printer print this product with desired
compound. Last, performance evaluation of the customer-matched 3D-printed mouthguard
on each customer. (Reprinted from Liang, K.; Carmone, S.; Brambilla, D.; Leroux, J.-C.,
3D printing of a wearable personalized oral delivery device: A first-in-human study.
Science advances 2018, 4 (5), eaat2544. ©Liang, K.; Carmone, S.; Brambilla, D.; Leroux,
J.-C., some rights reserved; exclusive licensee American Association for the Advancement
of Science. Distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial License
4.0 (CC BY-NC) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/)
3D printing can provide customer-matched medical devices and/or solutions in a
more time efficient and manufacture reproducible style.3,

5, 9

Surgeons have already

embraced the advantages of 3D printing to make anatomical-matched guides, defect-fit
tissue and/or organs, which have helped them to practice complex and challenging
surgeries with models closer to each patient’s case.9 Surgical models can be used for
surgical planning, and decrease the overall surgical complexity and time.8 3D printed
patient-specific surgical guides can precisely help determine the optimal locations for
drilling implants like screws.15 Such availability to generate surgical models and guides
according to each patient via 3D printing techniques has helped improve the overall
4

operation room success and customer satisfaction, which are significant for the patient’s
life quality.14
3D printed wearable personal devices in dental, hearing aids and drug delivery
applications have also rapidly appeared on market. Figure 1.2 showed a general flow chart
diagram for fabricating a customer-matched complex product, a mouthguard with
sustained drug release capability to treat oral inflammation, and for using an extrusionbased 3D printing method.16, 23 This process involved three steps, from the 3D digital data
acquisition of the customer’s maxillary anatomy using an intraoral scanner, computer aided
design (CAD) for 3D printing, and final evaluation of the drug-loaded mouthguard on the
release profile on human beings. As each person has a unique maxillary anatomy, 3D
printing is versatile in providing mouthguards with more anatomic-matched characteristics
according to these scanned data. What’s more, compared to traditional treatment of oral
inflammation, periodically applying high-dosed topical solutions or gels on the affected
regions, higher treatment efficacy and less side effects can be achieved using this 3D
printed drug-loaded mouthguard with sustained drug release profiles.16
Many small size tissue injuries can heal spontaneously in human body, while the
repair of larger size tissue defects (critical size defect) generally requires external
intervention, such as transplantation of a new tissue part to replace, repair the damaged
tissue or regenerate functioning tissues24-26 The shortage of available tissues for transplant27,
28

remains a challenging in clinical treatment of such large amount loss of tissues due to

trauma, diseases and/or aging.5,

29

This demand on transplantable tissues in a safe,

efficacious and cost-effective manner is expected to keep on growing with the continuous
increase in global population.30, 31 Tissue engineering approach tries to face this challenge
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with a combination of proper cells, porous scaffolds and bioactive factors to improve,
replace the damaged tissue or to regenerate new tissue with desired functions.25 3D
printing has also penetrated into this area with extensive attentions and practices in
embracing the idea behind tissue engineering.32, 33 Compared to traditional porous scaffold
fabrication method, like particulate leaching, solvent casting, gas foaming, electrospinning
and freeze drying2,

26

, 3D printed porous scaffolds have better properties in terms of

controlling the overall 3D geometry according to CAD designs and well-controlled internal
pore characteristics such as pore interconnectivity and pore size to mimic the function of
extra cellular matrix.26, 31 Both of these two factors are essentials for reproducible and
predictable scaffold properties and optimal scaffold functions, such as mechanical support
or protection, transportation of nutrition, oxygen and waste products for cells to survive.34
With these advantages over traditional scaffolds fabrications methods, 3D printed porous
scaffolds have shown tunable mechanical properties for various hard and soft tissue
applications, controllable degradation profiles for tissue regeneration, sustained release of
bioactive molecules to guide and accelerate tissue repair with better reproducibility.14, 35-37
What’s more, the current emerging bio-printing technique makes it feasible to directly print
complex scaffolds incorporated with cells and bioactive molecules using 3D printable bioinks, which improves the uniformity of cell distribution throughout the scaffold without
the extra cell seeding after scaffold fabrication.25, 26

1.1.3 Types of commonly used 3D printing methods and their medical applications

Several 3D printing techniques are currently used in academic and clinical research
areas, among which some 3D printed products have received U.S. Food and Drug
6

Administration (FDA) approval and successfully been transferred into market to enhance
human life quality. Based on how two layers are connected during 3D printing, these
techniques can be classified into one of three categories which are discussed in detail below.

1.1.3.1 Extrusion-based 3D printing

Fused deposition modelling (FDM), invented in 1988 by Scott Crump who
attempted to create a toy for his daughter using a glue gun, is one of the most commonly
used and low cost extrusion-based 3D printing techniques14. As shown in Figure 1.3a,
generally a thermoplastic filament is extruded through a high temperature above the glass
transition temperature in a chamber and extruded out of a nozzle.26 The extruded semiflowable material is then immediately solidified on the platform (usually set at a lower
temperature). The platform under the nozzle can move in the horizontal directions
according to computer aided design to achieve the 2D pattern in each layer. After finishing
the solidification of one layer, the platform lowers down for the deposition of the next layer
on top of the previous layer. This process is then repeated until the completion of the
product. Many resorbable polymers or composite materials have been used in preclinical
studies using FDM technique to fabricate tissue engineering porous scaffolds and have
shown excellent results for bone tissue regeneration in vivo.9, 26, 38 Compared to traditional
porous scaffold fabrication methods such as salt leaching, FDM printed 3D scaffolds
showed significantly higher stiffness at similar porosity level.39

7

1.1.3.2 Ink-based 3D printing

Figure 1.3. Diagrams of 3D printing techniques commonly used in research and clinical
medical applications. a, extrusion-based 3D printing method known as fused deposition
modeling.26 b, One type of ink-based based 3D printing method, known as powder-binder
3D printing.26 c, One type of light-based 3D printing method known as stereolithography.40
d, one type of light-based 3D printing method known as digital light processing. (Figure
1.3.c and 1.3.d were reprinted from Biomaterials, 33(26), Billiet, T.; Vandenhaute, M.;
Schelfhout, J.; Van Vlierberghe, S.; Dubruel, P., A review of trends and limitations in
hydrogel-rapid prototyping for tissue engineering, 6020-6041, Copyright (2012), with
permission from Elsevier)40 e, one type of light-based 3D printing method known as
selective laser sintering. (Figure 1.3.a, 1.3.b and 1.3.e were adapted from Advanced
Healthcare Materials, 4(12), Do, A. V.; Khorsand, B.; Geary, S. M.; Salem, A. K., 3D
printing of scaffolds for tissue regeneration applications, 1742-1762, Copyright (2015),
with permission from John Wiley and Sons)26

Powder-binder printing is a type of ink-based 3D printing technique, where a liquid
binder is used to connect two layers of powders.26 As illustrated in Figure 1.3b, a liquid
binder is dispensed through an ink-jet nozzle on the powder surface area of a fabrication
reservoir monitored by the computer for one layer. Then, the fabrication platform lowers
down, and roller processes a layer of fresh powders from the powder delivery reservoir into
8

the fabrication reservoir for the spread of the next binder layer. This process is repeated
until the completion of the final 3D structure. This 3D printing method has been widely
used in pharmaceutical research and applications to fabricate patient-specific drugs. In
2016, the U.S. FDA approved the use of powder-binder 3D printed Spritam® (levetiracetam)
to treat epilepsy.9 Compared to Spritam® tablets fabricated from conventional methods,
these 3D printed tablets have the ability to achieve higher dose and faster dissolving
properties for more patient-specific drug designs.

1.1.3.3 Light-based 3D printing

The combination of two layers in a light-based 3D printing technique is achieved
with a light source (visible light, UV light, laser, or laser). The light source can induce
chemical reactions of liquid resins or physical changes of metallic, ceramics or polymeric
powders to join two layers.8, 20
As shown in Figure 1.3c, a photocurable liquid is usually placed in a deep vat in a
stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing process. The surface of the liquid resin is first cured
onto the fabrication platform via UV and/or visible lights which induce photo-crosslinking
reactions. The platform subsequently lowers down at a designed distance according to
CAD for the light cure of the next layer onto the previous layer. This process then repeats
until the object is completed. A similar mechanism is behind the dynamic light projection
(DLP) 3D printing technique. The main deviation is the light source delivery method
where light is projected to the whole liquid layer with a pre-designed 2D pattern according
to CAD via a digital mirror device (DMD). Thanks to the invention of DMD, which makes
it faster to print an object, with less materials and less deep resin vat required as the DLP
9

printing pulls the object out of the liquid resin vat compared to traditional SLA process.
Among most 3D printing methods, SLA and DLP are well-known for their high resolution
control to provide a smoother finish of the final product.36, 41
DLP 3D printing has revolutionized how hearing aids were fabricated. It usually
took over one week and nine steps to fabricate a hearing aid using traditional manufacturing
methods which included earmold impression, molds casting, to final hearing aid shell
trimming and electronic integration; without guarantees of the accuracy of the final
product.42 However, using a DLP technique shortened this process to one day. This could
happen because 3D printing hearing aids only involve three steps. The scanning of the
customer’s ear, computer aided modeling and 3D printing of acrylate-based resins
requiring less labor work. What’s more, these hearing aids manufactured from 3D printing
can also provide a better fit from customer to customer with the ability to fabricate numbers
of hearing aids for multiple customers.9, 42 The FDA has cleared the use of several materials
for the fabrication of hearing aid devices and most manufactured hearing aids are 3D
printed due to their better fit and comfort properties from high-resolution DLP 3D printing
technique.5,

9

Invisalign® is another example of how DLP 3D printing technique

successfully transforms traditional clinical treatments.9 Customized polymeric aligners can
be 3D printed using DLP technique according to each patient’s intra-oral anatomy. In some
cases, these 3D printed removable aligners can provide patients with better appearance,
faster treatment and more comfortability over conventional metal braces.
SLA and DLP 3D printings have also spurred along drug release design devices
due to their high resolution and flexibility in device design.9 Such high resolution control
makes it possible to make drug delivery systems with various release profiles. Precisely
10

tuning the surface area to volume ratio of drug-loaded devices can be achieved, which is
hard to achieve via traditional manufacturing processes.37 Recent academic studies have
shown the potential of using 3D printed microneedles in transdermal drug delivery
applications. Using biodegradable photo-crosslinkable polymers, these 3D printed drugloaded microneedles can maintain desired drug-release properties in vitro43 and in vivo44,
plus causing less pain over traditional needles.37, 44
Instead of joining two layers via chemistry-induced photo-crosslinking reactions,
selective laser sintering (SLS) 3D printing technique (Figure 1.3.e) uses a laser beam to
fulfill the binding process. The scheme of SLS printer looks similar as that in powderbinder 3D printing technique (Figure 1.3.b) where powder materials are generally used. In
2013, U.S. FDA cleared the use of 3D printed polyetheretherketone (PEEK) material for
cranial implant applications.8 SLS processed medical grade titanium alloy devices also
received U.S. FDA approval for use in surgical correction of hallux valgus deformities in
201545 and spinal implant applications in 2018.

1.2. Challenges in Using 3D Printing Technique for Implantable Medical Devices

Incorporating computer-aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing
(CAM), 3D printing techniques has shown it’s potential to revolutionize the way to design
and construct regenerative medical products where high customization is required for both
esthetic and efficacy.2, 29 Despite so many promising pre-clinical and some clinical results
using 3D printed products for many medical applications illustrated above, adopting 3D
printed products for regenerative medicine such as implantable devices for tissue
regeneration, still lacks clinical applications due to many challenges. These challenges
11

mainly come from the regulatory aspect and limited good manufacturing practice (GMP)
grade resorbable materials available for 3D printing to make regenerative tissues that fulfill
the requirements for diverse tissue types.

1.2.1 Regulatory challenge

The U.S. FDA needs to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of a medical device
before it reaches to public markets.46 Although 3D printing can be beneficial to provide
patient-specific implantable medical devices for tissue regeneration, few such medical
devices have been cleared from FDA due to the regulatory complications.5,

47

Such

regulatory complications can come from the two following aspects.
On the one hand, there is a lack of regulation guidelines for 3D printed medical
devices. 3D printed medical devices highlight their flexibility in fabrication of patientspecific devices, at various shape, function and size, where the FDA evaluates the final
products.5, 47 FDA regulations mostly compare the similarities rather than the differences.
This diversity of 3D printed products increased regulatory complexity, which FDA has not
faced before. After three decades since the invention of the 1st 3D printer in 2017, the FDA
released the “Technical Considerations for Additive Manufactured Medical Devices” to
help guide the regulations of current 3D printing industry for medicine.48
On the other hand, the path to make an implantable medical device can be costly.46
Currently, the biomedical market is occupied with Class I medical devices (lowest risk
medical devices like bandages), which require less efforts to be cleared by the FDA.47 Most
3D printed wearable medical devices, like bone-conduction hearing aids and Invisalign fall
in to the moderate risk medical device class (class II) category. The FDA commonly
12

requests a premarket notification (510k) submission before the release of Class II medical
devices on market and human tests are generally not needed for this type of device.46, 49
However, most implantable medical devices, like vascular stents, and implantable bone
scaffolds are in the class III medical device category due to their highest risks to patients.49
Before a class III medical device can reach the market, a premarket approval (PMA) is
required by the FDA for a safety and effectiveness evaluation, typically requiring clinical
tests with human participants.46 Compared to 510k, PMA is a more costly process to make
a medical device reach the market, which puts more hoops for such implantable medical
devices to jump through. However, FDA has opened another pathway, humanitarian Use
Device (HUD) program, to encourage research and applications of implantable medical
devices to save patients’ lives at severe conditions.46 HUD is a special pathway designed
for using high-risk medical devices without the requirement of efficacy data when patients
are facing rare life-threating diseases or conditions.46 One example of this case, was the
famous 3D printed bioresorbable airway splint that saved a three-months-old infant’s life
in 2012 who suffered a severe tracheomalacia.15

1.2.2 Limited 3D printable resorbable materials for implantable medical device

FDA defined medical implants, as devices placed inside or on the surface of human
bodies, which are used to replace the missing body parts, deliver medication, monitor organ
functions or repair tissue and organ functions. The increasing orthopedic diseases and
cardiovascular diseases require more implantable devices to treat such hard and soft tissue
diseases.50 This demand is expected to keep on growing with the prolonging life span and
increasing elderly population as most of these diseases are age-related.9, 50, 51 For example,
13

90% of populations with age over 40 showed joint diseases in late 20th century.50 As
orthopedic implants currently dominate the implantable device market50, further
discussions on this topic are displayed below.
Bone is the second most transplanted tissue to blood.52 There were about 152
thousand total hip replacements procedures performed in 2000, and this number is
estimated to double by 2030.50 A small size bone tissue damage or fracture can heal itself,
while larger size bone damages or fractures (critical-size) stemming from pathology,
trauma or tumor resection require clinical intervention to guide the repair of damaged bone
tissue. Globally, there are about two million bone graft procedures performed each year.53
Based on the material source, bone grafts fall into three categories; autografts, allografts
and synthetic bone grafts.54, 55 An autograft is a bone material obtained from a patient’s
own bone source, such as distal tibia and iliac crest.56 Current gold standard bone graft
material is still an autograft due to the highest clinical success.57,20, 41

However, using

autograft can introduce 8.5-20% of complications such as extra blood loss, nerve injury,
and extra pain at the donor site. Other challenges for a patient to use autograft include extra
operation room cost coming from autograft harvesting surgery, limited amount, and
difficulty in shaping autograft into irregular geometry to fit the wound site.57 Allograft, a
bone material donated from another person, has larger amount supply compared to
autograft, but can bring risks like disease transmission and immune rejections.58 These
limitations of autograft and allograft materials emphasized the demand on other type bone
graft materials to repair damaged bone tissue in a safe, cost-effective manner.55, 58 This
demand is expected to continuously growing with the increasing life expectancy of human
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beings as bone fractures and diseases can happen more frequent among senior populations
due to osteoporosis53, 59.
Bone tissue engineering proposes to solve this shortage of bone graft materials
problem by using engineered 3D scaffolds, together with cells and bioactive stimuli (e.g.,
bioactive molecule, mechanical factors) to temporarily maintain the normal functions at
the wound site and gradually induce the patient’s own bone tissue repair.24, 54, 60, 61 This
type of scaffold is expected to mimic the physiological characteristics of extracellular
matrix for cells to live and eventually safely disappear (e.g., excreted, and/or resorbed) to
provide a proper space for the regeneration of new bone.62-64 A synthetic resorbable
material is of great interests to be used as a scaffold material with the potential to be used
in advanced scaffold making techniques, such as 3D printing.8 Compared to traditional
scaffolds fabrication methods, 3D printed porous resorbable scaffolds have better potential
to be used for tissue regeneration.3 These advantages include, better reproducibility in
scaffold fabrication, the accurate control and flexible design external geometry and internal
details such as pore properties.26, 65 Pore architecture, size, interconnectivity and porosity
are significant factors that influence the success of bone regeneration.2, 9

Figure 1.4. Chemical structures of some commercially available resorbable polymers.
PDLA: poly(L-lactide acid); PLLA: poly(D-lactide acid); PGA: poly(glycolic acid); PCL:
poly(ε-caprolactone).
Among these synthetic resorbable materials (ceramics, polymers, metals),
polyesters are a class of degradable materials with wide applications in regenerative
medicine due to their tunable chemical and physical properties.60,
15

66, 67

These tunable

properties make them possible to be used for various tissues repair and regeneration, from
soft tissues like cartilage, blood vessels and hard tissue like bone.61, 63 Additionally, flexible
processing abilities make them good candidates for different 3D printing techniques.66, 68
Several resorbable polymers have been clinically used for regenerative medical
applications as they are non-toxic, can degrade in the human body at required rates and
their degraded products can be safely cleared out from human body.54, 68, 69
Table 1.1. Physical properties of commercially available resorbable polyesters, examples
of their applications in regenerative medicine and limitations of these materials to be used
in 3D printing for patient-matched bone defect repair.61, 66, 68, 71, 76, 77
PLLA
PCL
PDLLA
PGA
Tg (°C)
60-65
-65 to -60
50-60
35-45
Tm(°C)
170-200
58-64
Amorphous 225-230
Crystallinity
(%)
Modulusa
(GPa)
Degradation
timeb
(months)
FDA cleared
medical
applications

37

30-50

0

30-55

2.7-4.1

0.2-0.4

1.0-3.5

6.0-7.0

24-36

24-60

12-16

3-6

Resorbable
Resorbable Suture
Resorbable suture;
fixation pins, suture;
anchors;
fixation pins
screws, tacks; Drug
Vascular
Suture
delivery
stent;
anchors
device
Limitations
Difficult to functionalize (e.g., too hydrophobic, causing poor cell
to be used as adhesion and proliferation);
3D printed
Degrade too slow, hinder
Degrade too fast,
scaffolds for patient’s bone regeneration
causing inflammation
bone repair
of local tissues due to
Too stable for Poor
sudden accumulation
bone surgery
mechanical
of acidic products
properties
a
Tensile or flexural modulus
b
Complete degradation (rate may also be influenced on part shape, thermal history,
and degradation medium)
These resobable polymers shown in Figure 1.4, poly(L-lactide acid) (PLLA),
poly(D-lactide acid) (PDLA), poly(D, L-lactide acid) (PDLLA) (racemic mixture),
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poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), and their copolymers or blends
have been heavily studied. Due to their non-toxic natural-existing degradation products60,
62, 68

, excellent mechanical properties68, 70, 71 with the available GMP commercialization

sources72-74， some devices made from these polyesters have been developed and approved
by the U.S. FDA for use in regenerative medicines in humans (Table 1.1).66, 68, 75 Although
these resobable polyesters have been clinically used in several degradable medical devices,
they are not suitable for bone tissue regeneration due to some of their inherent physical and
chemical properties (Table 1.1).
Generally a bone healing process can be completed in 4-12 months for most
patients20, 57, 78, which means the synthetic scaffolds are expected to degrade in sync with
the new bone tissue growth. Using PLLA and PCL materials that have degradation times
over two years for bone repair can hinder the successful bone regeneration or unwanted
tissue responses due to the too slow degradation rate.20, 79 Clinically implanted PLLA
screws and plates for treatment of zygomatic bone fractures caused swelling issues for
some patients after three years of implantation, requiring removal of the swelling.80 This
phenomena resulted from the remaining crystalline PLLA particles over three to six
years.80 On the contrary, PGA material is not beneficial for bone repair since it can lose
strength within two months with complete degradation within six month, which cause
insufficient mechanical support and protection of the local bone tissues and cause too short
periods for cells to grow into the scaffold as a template.81 Despite recent successful tuning
of the mechanical, degradation properties of these polyesters by physical or chemical
mixing from academic studies, the inherent hydrophobic property of these polymers make
it challenging for cell adhesion and proliferation, let alone a successful bone tissue
17

regeneration.63 Therefore, a new class of resorbable polymers with flexible functionalities,
proper mechanical properties, ideal degradation frames and GMP synthesis routes is highly
desired to be used in cost-effective and high-resolution 3D printing technique (e.g., DLP)
for regenerative implants.

1.3. Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) and Its use in 3D Printing for Medical Applications

1.3.1. Compatible properties of PPF for use in regenerative medical applications

Since the birth of PPF in 198882, many reports have shown its excellent
performance in biomedical applications such as hard tissue repair (e.g., bone substitutes)8284

, soft tissue repair83, 85-88, and controlled-release of biologically-active reagent (growth

factors like peptides), cells and/or drugs.20, 22, 41, 62, 82, 89-92 In general, PPF displays many
characteristics which make it a suitable biomaterial for regenerative medical applications,
namely 1) non-toxic degradation products, 2) compatible mechanical properties, 3) tunable
degradation profiles, 4) facile loading of bioactive materials, and 5) flexible design in 3Dprinted constructs.

1.3.1.1 Non-toxic degradation products

As shown in Scheme 1.1, PPF itself is an unsaturated polyester, whose degradation
products are fumaric acid and propylene glycol, both of which are non-toxic and are easily
cleared from the human body. Fumaric acid, a natural existing intermediate substance
found in Krebs cycle,20, 82, 90 is considered non-toxic and tolerated in vivo20. Propylene
18

glycol, a commonly used food additive and drug diluent,89,
excreted from the human body.41,

67, 90, 93

90

can be metabolized or

These non-toxic and resorbable degradation

products make PPF an ideal target for in vivo applications.94

1.3.1.2. Compatible mechanical properties

The unsaturated double bonds on PPF back bone can undergo radical induced
crosslinking reaction with triggers like light and/or heat.82, 89, 95 This crosslinking reaction
can happen with PPF itself and/or with various other compatible monomers and/or
polymers containing unsaturations.41, 93 The ability of PPF to crosslink with both itself and
reactive diluents (e.g., diethyl fumarate) allows for the tailoring of mechanical properties
and degradation patterns of PPF based products for various applications.35, 36, 41, 62, 82 For
example, these mechanical properties can be tuned to the range for trabecular bone repair
applications by varying the crosslinking density of PPF based resins 82, 84, 89, 96 This is
important in bone tissue engineering applications as the mechanical properties of the bone
or tissue substitute is expected to have similar mechanical property of the bone or tissue
replaced to fulfill its function like skeleton protection. For instance, a minimal compressive
modulus around 50 MPa for trabecular bone applications.97-99

1.3.1.3. Tunable degradation profile to promote new tissue in growth

The degradation rate of PPF-based material can also be tailored to meet the
requirement of many medical device applications like controllable drug delivery43, 82, 89, 90,
or to meet the new-bone regrowth speed in vivo20. The scaffold degradation rate is a key to
19

the successful repair of bone tissue defects in tissue engineering.100 Quick degradation rates
may cause insufficient cell attachment and proliferation at the wound site, while a slow
degradation rate may limit or hinder the rate of new bone remodeling, both of which can
cause improper bone defect healing.36, 79, 89, 101, 102

1.3.1.4. Ability to carry bioactive molecules and drugs

Unlike conventional resorbable biomaterials PLA, PGA, and PCL, which lack
reactive functional handles, PPF polyesters contain functional sites in their unsaturations.
Various peptides have been successfully incorporated into PPF material to promote cell
adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation in vitro and in vivo.103-109 For example, as an
inherent hydrophobic polymer104, PPF-based material has limited ability to attract cell
adhesion when used as a bone tissue engineering scaffold. Several studies have
demonstrated that cell-adhesion promoting peptide RGD can be physically or chemically
functionalized with PPF-based scaffolds, and results showed a significant improvement for
cell adhesion95, 104, 106.
At the same time, PPF-based materials can also be used as drug carriers to deliver
drugs in sustained release profiles for injectable, transdermal, and implantable drug
delivery.22, 43, 89, 91, 110, 111 The various drug release profiles can be tailed by tuning the
molecular mass of PPF used in the carrier formulation,112 the crosslink density of PPF110,
and the concentration of the loaded drug in PPF matrix.110
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1.3.1.5. Flexibility in 3D design for patient-specific medical applications

The unsaturated double bonds on PPF backbone also make it possible to be used
in light-based 3D printing technique (e.g., SLA, DLP, and FDM with post-extrusion light
curing system).20, 113, 114 This advanced fabrication method has increased interest in using
PPF for patient-specific cases such as bone tissue repair (e.g., cranial facial repair)20, 115-120
and drug delivery system.22, 43, 121 The ability of patient-specific treatment using 3D-printed
PPF scaffolds makes it possible to provide more accurate scaffold according to the digital
data obtained from the scanning of the wound site, and can reduce the overall operation
room cost over an autograft treatment method.41, 122, 123 DLP and FDM 3D printed PPFbased scaffolds have shown great mechanical and degradation properties that are suitable
for bone regeneration applications.36, 113, 114

1.3.2. Introduction to synthetic methods of PPF

Various methods have been proposed and used to prepare PPF during the past
several decades, and each has resulted in PPF with various polymeric properties.20, 61, 90, 93,
124-126

From polymer chemistry point of view, these methods can be categorized into two

types: i) step-growth polymerization and ii) ring opening copolymerization (ROCOP).
Each of these synthetic approaches has a set of inherent advantages and disadvantages (will
be discussed in the following part of this section), and so care must be taken when using
PPF materials for desired properties or applications.
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1.3.2.1. Step-growth polymerization to synthesize PPF

Scheme 1.1. Poly(propylene fumarate) transesterification synthesis method by Sanderson
in 1988
One of the earliest PPF synthesis methods was patented by Sanderson in 198862 to
be used in a bone replacement resin, which can be cured at physiological temperatures.
As shown in Scheme 1.1, in this transesterification method, diethyl fumarate (DEF)
and propylene glycol were used as monomers at an equal molar ratio to synthesize PPF
using p-toluene sulfonic acid as a catalyst. However, this reaction requires elevated
temperatures (250 °C) and the removal of volatiles under 1mm Hg vacuum to obtain PPF
in about 35% yield.20, 62 After about 9 h of reaction, the final PPF was reported 90%
molecular weight in the range of 1300 Da to 124000 Da. Sanderson later revised the
reaction conditions by adding t-butyl hydroquinone as an antioxidant and a suspension of
silicone oil to reduce saturation of double bonds and improve molecular mass. This revised
reaction can be performed at a lower temperature range of 165-180 °C, but requires 158 h
to complete on a 0.4 moles monomer input size; Once increasing the total monomer input
value into 1.6 moles (197.64 g), this reaction took over 400 h to complete regarding the
removal of larger amount of alcohol byproduct during the PPF chain propagation process
and the removal of unreacted monomers at the end of the reaction. The number-average
̅̅̅̅
molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF was reported 17000 Da-20000 Da from these revised reactions.
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Gerhart and Hayes developed another condensation method to get PPF for bone repair
applications in 1989.89 In their method, fumaric acid and propylene glycol were used as
monomers, which was first heated at 145 ºC to remove water byproduct and then to 180 ºC to
remove propylene glycol monomers to get PPF.20 PPF synthesized from this method typically
results in ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 between 500 Da and 1200 Da with molecular mass distributions between 3 and
4.61, 62 Compared to Sanderson’s method,62, 82 the purification of PPF is relatively simple and
less labor-intensive, since no catalyst or crosslinking reagent were used.89

Scheme 1.2. Poly(propylene fumarate) condensation synthesis method by Gerhart and
Hayes in 1989

Scheme 1.3. Poly(propylene fumarate) condensation synthesis method by Domb in 1990
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Domb also developed several methods to obtain PPF polyesters in 1990 for bone
substitute applications.62, 127 One of the most classic route was shown in Scheme 1.3, with the
narrowing of the molecular mass distribution and a better control over chain-end of PPF
oligomers (3-15 monomers). This synthetic method started from the preparation of two trimers,
the bis-(hydroxypropyl) fumarate trimer and the propylene bis(hydrogen maleate) trimer, by
reacting propylene oxide (PO) with fumaric acid or maleic anhydride (MAn) with propylene
glycol, respectively.20, 61 Each trimer reaction took about one day to complete. The purified
two trimers were then reacted with MAn and PO monomers in sequence to produce PPF
materials with either hydroxyl chain ends or carboxyl chain ends (Scheme 1.3). PPF
synthesized from Domb’s method usually had a number-average molecular mass in the
range of 158 Da to 1320 Da with a molecular mass distribution (Đm) between 1.02 and
1.52,20, 61, 127 which was the narrowest molecular mass distribution for PPF synthesized at the
time. However, since this method required sequential additions of MAn or PO monomers into
pre-oligomers with two hydroxyl chain ends or pre-oligomer with two carboxy chain ends, the
reaction and purification became time-consuming, especially for higher molecular weight
targets. (e.g., 6 days reaction time for ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 2.0 kDa PPF plus purifications after each step).
In 1994, Yaszemski, et al. synthesized PPF through a transesterification reaction of
bis(hydroxypropyl fumarate), obtained from an initial reaction of propylene glycol and
diethyl fumarate. This transesterification reaction was usually performed at 145-220 ºC
with antimony trioxide as a catalyst for five hours.20,

61, 84, 126

The number-average

molecular mass of PPF synthesized from Yaszemski’s method were in the range of 500
Da to 2040 Da, and displayed very broad molecular mass distributions (e.g., the highest
reported molecular mass for ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 = 2038 Da, Đm=5.85).3,4
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Scheme 1.4. Poly(propylene fumarate) condensation synthesis method by Yaszemski in
1994
In 1997, Kharas et al128 widely studied catalysts’ influence on condensation synthesis
of PPF with relatively high molecular mass from diethyl fumarate and 1,2-propanediol
monomers at high temperatures.

Scheme 1.5. Poly(propylene fumarate) condensation synthesis method by Kharas in 1997
As shown in Scheme 1.5, this ester exchange reaction happened at over 200 °C with
two general stages. The first step included the formation of bis(hydroxypropyl) fumarate
diester from diethyl fumarate and propylene glycol with the elimination of ethanol from the
reaction system. The second step was polycondensation of bis(hydroxypropyl) fumarate at a
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higher temperature to influence (like to drive the ester-exchange reaction to the completion
direction and keep polymer in melt state during reactions) polymerization to get relatively
higher molecular mass PPF.
Table 1.2. Polycondensation conditions and PPF properties from Kharas’s method in 1997
Catalyst
Time Max temp. Saturated double Yield ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑴𝒘 SEC ĐmSEC Tgc
(h)

(°C)

bondb (%)

(%)

(kDa)

PTSAa

16

240

25-30

38

32.6

2.2

23

AlCl3

16

230

3-5

42

13.7

2.3

14

TiCl4

12

200

3-5

43

20.9

1.4

14

Ti(OC4H9)3 12

200

3-5

65

15.2

1.4

16

ZnCl2

200

3-5

68

26.6

1.9

16

12

(°C)

a

PTSA: p-toluenesulfonic acid; bUnsaturated fumaric double bonds became saturated via the
addition reaction from hydroxyl end group from propylene glycol at high temperatures cGlass
transition temperature determined by DSC 2920 with a heating rate of 5 °C/min in the
temperature range of -30 °C to 120 °C
As shown in Table 1.2, various catalysts were used in this reaction to test their influence
on the reaction, as well as the chemical and physical properties of PPF obtained. Although,
PTSA, the strongest acid catalyst used in this study, showed the ability to generate PPF with
the highest molecular mass and glass transient temperature, the degree of unsaturation
decreased by 25-30%.128 This was caused by the addition reaction by the hydroxyl groups from
propylene glycol monomers, which generated several unexpected side products like
uncontrolled branches of PPF.129 When switching catalyst from the strong acidic PTSA to
relatively less acidic ZnCl2, TiCl4 and a weak basic catalyst Ti(OC4O9)4, the DEF monomer
was found to favor ester formation with primary hydroxyl group on propylene glycol monomer,
while only 3-5% of the fumaric double bonds were reported saturated from 1H NMR spectra.
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Based on these results from Kharas et al., Shung et al.130 performed detailed kinetic
studies in this step-growth polymerization of PPF to see the influence of temperature (130 °C,
150 °C, 200 °C) on the polymerization of DEF and propylene glycol with zinc chloride catalyst
in 2001.
In addition to the method from Kharas, Shung et al. used hydroquinone in the reaction
system to prevent possible crosslinking side reactions. They found as the polymerization
temperature increased, the molecular mass of PPF increased. Reactions at 200 °C were found
gelated at around 4 hours of polymerization, which demonstrated that a crosslinking side
reaction dominated at the higher reaction temperature, with the highest detectable numberaverage molecular mass of PPF 3.3 kDa and a molecular mass distribution around 2.95. The
overall highest ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 was found 4.6 kDa with a molecular mass distribution around 2.28 at
150 °C reaction temperature. The molecular mass distribution of PPF synthesized from these
methods were found in the range of 1.6-3.0 before precipitation into ether.
In 2009, Kasper et al. modified the PPF synthesis reaction conditions from Shung et al.
and under more mild reaction conditions 20, 93 In their method, propylene glycol and diethyl
fumarate monomers were first reacted at a molar ratio of 3:1, with ZnCl2 as the catalyst and
hydroquinone as a crosslinking inhibitor, while gradually increasing reaction temperature from
110 °C to 130 °C to obtain bis(hydroxypropyl) fumarate diester. This diester intermediate was
then used in the second step, a transesterification reaction to convert bis(hydroxypropyl)
fumarate into PPF, with an increasing reaction temperature from 100 °C to 130 °C under a
reduced pressure to remove propylene glycol volatile byproduct. They also showed the whole
process should be able to be completed in 3 days with the number-average molecular mass of
PPF in the range of 0.5-4.0 kDa.
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Scheme 1.6. Poly(propylene fumarate) condensation synthesis method by Shung in 2001
1.3.2.2. Ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) to synthesize PPF

Well-controlled synthesis of PPF using ring-opening copolymerization methods was
recently reported in works from DiCiccio and Coates in 2011.90 In their method, cyclic
monomers, MAn and PO were reacted at 45 °C for 15 hours with a chromium(III) salen
complex as a ring-opening catalyst to yield poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) intermediate
polyester. Since the cis-alkene double bonds on PPM were not active enough for further radical
crosslinking reactions to enhance the mechanical properties of this polyester for most bonetissue engineering applications20, 90, the intermediate PPM was generally isomerized with a
basic amine catalyst to obtain PPF. As the number-average molecular mass and the molecular
mass distribution maintain consistent in throughout the isomerization step90, one can control
the number-average molecular mass of PPF basically in the ring-opening copolymerization
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step, that is the PPM synthesis step. PPM synthesis methods from literatures (2000-2013) were
summarized in the following part.

1.3.2.2.1. Ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) to synthesize PPM

Scheme 1.7. General preparation of poly(propylene maleate) oligomers by ring-opening
copolymerization of maleic anhydride and propylene oxide and a subsequent isomerization
into poly(propylene fumarate).

Due to the extensive breadth of the available ring-opening copolymerization synthetic
methods for polyester synthesis from cyclic anhydrides and epoxides monomers, the following
section provides a brief summary of ROCOP methods used from previous researches to obtain
PPM. The monomers used in this ring-opening copolymerization are MAn and PO as shown
in Scheme 1.7.
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Figure 1.5. Catalysts used in ring opening copolymerization of MAn with PO from literature
before 2013
To get PPM with target molecular properties for designed applications, various efforts
have been put into studying the polymerization factors that influence the molecular mass. Such
factors include types of solvent, catalyst, initiator, polymerization temperatures,
polymerization durations, and so on.41, 90, 125, 131-133 Several catalysts used in ROCOP to
synthesize PPM before 2013 were listed in Figure 1.5.
As shown in Table 1.2, molecular mass properties of PPM synthesized from ring
opening copolymerization can get significantly influenced and controlled by the
polymerization parameters, such as polymerization temperature, monomer concentrations,
polymerization time, types of catalyst, and initiator to monomer ratios.
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Table 1.3. Ring opening copolymerization conditions in synthesis of PPM from MAn and
PO
b
#
Catalyst
[MAn]:[PO]:[Cat]
Solvent
[MAn]
Temp
Time
Conva Ethera
̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 b Đm
[Cat]

(M)

(°C)

(h)

(%)

(%)

Mg(OEt)2

122:122:1

Toluene

7.14

80

48

NA

5

4.2

1.17

2

A

25000:25000:1

THF

2.5

70

16

54.3

NA

2.2

1.72

3

80

16

73.5

2.7

1.66

4

90

16

95.1

3.4

1.38

5

100

14

98.2

3.0

1.42

115

14

99.6

2.7

1.69

90

16

59.2

2.7

1.76

6

a

(kDa)

1

7

37500:37500:1

8

20000:20000:1

16

98.2

2.9

1.68

9

10000:10000:1

14

99.6

1.3

1.96

10

5000:5000:1

14

99.6

0.8

2.23

11

25000:25000:1

8

21.5

2.2

1.72

12

12

67.3

2.7

1.35

13

20

98.7

3.4

1.34

16

96.7

5

3.2

1.37

NA

2.9

1.48

14

THF

15

Acetone

92.8

16

Cyclohexane

84.3

3.3

1.65

17

Diethyl ether

81.2

2.9

1.50

18

DCM

66.4

2.7

1.71

19

B

20

C

21

D

22

E

23

E

200:200:1

Toluene

2.5

8

Hexanes

45

15

5

86

5.0

1.20

7

50

14.0

1.10

12

<1

5.0

1.10

47

<1

6.0

1.30

>99

<1

17.0

1.60

b

From NMR From SEC
To the author’s best knowledge, the first ring opening copolymerization of MAn and

PO found in literature was the one performed by Takenouchi in 2002125 (Table 1.3, No. 1). In
this method, magnesium ethoxide was used as an initiator, which may also function as a
catalyst to activate the monomers. This method demonstrated that the ring opening
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copolymerization method can generate PPM with a well-defined molecular mass distribution
at 1.17 at a number-average molecular mass of 4.2 kDa with a yield around 42%.
In 2004, Hua et al131, showed various methods (Table 1.3, No. 2-18) to control the
molecular mass, molecular mass distribution, and conversion in ring opening copolymerization
of PPM using Zn3[Co(CN)6]2 double-metal cyanide (DMC) based catalyst. Compared to
reactions performed in bulk, they first noticed this ROCOP reaction can be completed faster
with the use of a solvent.131 They then investigated the influence of polarity of solvents (Table
1.3, No. 14-18) on the reaction and the product properties; higher conversions were seen with
polar solvents (THF, acetone) compared to solvents of lower polarity (cyclohexane, diethyl
ether). However, they did not explain why the relatively high-polarity solvent dichloromethane
showed the lowest conversion among these solvents. Next, choosing THF as a model solvent,
they studied influences of catalyst loading level, polymerization temperature, and reaction time
on the molecular mass of PPM. The effects of catalyst loading levels are shown in Table 1.3
(No. 7-10). The highest number-average molecular mass was found to be 3.4 kDa with a
conversion over 95% and a molecular mass distribution 1.38 at a moderate monomer to catalyst
loading level (25000:1). The highest conversion was found over 99% when increasing the
catalyst to monomer molar ratio from 1:25000 to 1:10000 (No. 9,10). However, increasing the
catalyst loading ratio (from 1:25000 to 1:5000) showed a drop in ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 (3.4 kDa to 0.8 kDa) and
a broadening in the molecular mass distributions (1.38 to 2.23) of PPM. The effects of
polymerization temperatures are shown in Table 1.3.2.2.1, No. 2-6. The reaction conversion
was found to increase when elevating reaction temperature from 70 °C (54.3%) to 115 °C
(99.6%). A similar trend was found in the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 , however a broadening of the molecular mass
distribution appeared at 115 °C. This increase in molecular mass distribution indicates that
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depolymerization of the active polymer chains was preferred over the propagation reaction at
a certain high temperature for this ROCOP reaction.131, 134 The monomer conversion of this
ROCOP reaction increased from 21.5% to 98.7% in an almost linearly trend during a reaction
time of 8 h to 20 h (No.11-14), which denoted predictable ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 properties in general ROCOP
reactions.134
In 2011, as shown in Table 1.3. (No. 19-23), Diccicio et al. reported that by using
the chromium (III) salen complex in ROCOP synthesis of PPM, high ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 (17 kDa) and high
conversion (>99%) can be achieved with well-controlled molecular mass distribution (1.6).
In addition, they noticed that the choice of catalyst had an important effect on the
percentage of ether linkage formed with PPM ester, denoting another parameter to that may
influence properties of PPM.

1.3.2.2.2. Isomerization reaction to convert PPM to PPF

Several methods were previously reported to convert PPM into PPF in solution
isomerization reactions.90, 125, 135 Generally, PPM isomerization was performed in a variety
of solvents using an amine-based catalyst. Propylamine, dipropylamine, morpholine,
piperidine, and diethylamine were reported as effective catalysts to achieve >99%
conversion. Among these catalysts, diethylamine was recently reported as the most
efficient by DiCiccio and Coates in 2011.90 This reaction was also found to complete faster
at a higher reaction temperature.135
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1.3.3. Summary of current challenges in PPF synthesis for medical applications

To sum up, from 1988 to 2009, various routes were used and developed in stepgrowth polymerization of diesters or diacids with diols to obtain PPF polyesters for
biomedical applications.62, 82, 84, 89, 132, 136 However, this synthetic approach generally needs
long reaction time, removal of small molecule byproducts, such as alcohol or water to drive
the condensation reaction. Polymerization at such high temperature also brought unwanted
side products129 like prematurely crosslinked polymers, which may hinder the application
of PPF in medical applications which require with well-controlled properties.41, 90 Although
the unwanted crosslinking issues had been improved by adding crosslinking inhibitors into
these step-growth reaction systems, further purification efforts and time were required to
remove these inhibitors for biological applications.93 Another main disadvantage of PPF
synthesized from step-growth method was the relatively broad molecular mass distribution
(Đm>2), which made it hard to control the physical properties (like viscosity, glass
transition temperature, and mechanical properties) of PPF.20 Although multiple fractional
precipitation methods were previously used in academic researches to drop down the
molecular mass distribution of PPF62, 130, 137, it is still a challenge to reproducibly control
this property for larger scale synthesis, let alone for commercialization. These drawbacks
in step-growth PPF synthetic approach probably have hindered the industrial scale-up
synthesis process of PPF and limited further researches of using PPF-based biomaterials in
larger animal studies.20, 41
From 2000 to 2011, several ROCOP systems were developed to improve the PPF
synthesis conditions and the corresponding polymer properties (purity, conversion, ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 ,
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Đm).90, 95, 125, 131 Compared to the traditional step-growth polymerization method82, 93, 137,
these ROCOP reactions were performed at reduced temperatures (<100 °C), provided
higher atom economy, and resulted in a narrower Đm, a better control of number-average
molecular mass, and less undesired crosslinked double bonds in the final PPF product.20, 41,
95

Although, DiCiccio et al. demonstrated huge improvement in the control of molecular

properties and the conversion of PPF polyesters using ROCOP methods, the Cr and Co
metal catalysts used in their systems are relatively toxic for biomedical applications. 20, 41
The PPF synthesized from their methods were solid-like at room temperature with
viscosities too high to be used in DLP type 3D printing.41 The rest of these reported
ROCOP methods used in researches using a relative less toxic catalyst (i.e., Mg- or Albased) had their limitations such as large ether linkage and low conversions, and most of
these ROCOP methods were performed in small scales (under 200 mL). Thus, it is still a
challenge to reproducibly synthesize large scale PPF polyesters with properties suitable for
medical applications. A scaleable method to reproducibly produce well-defined PPF for
3D printing is on-demand to push the researches on PPF-based products forward into larger
animal studies. Solving this challenge may help pave the road of using PPF-based
resorbable materials for medical applications bench-to-bed.
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CHAPTER II

MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTS

2.1 Material

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and used as
received unless otherwise specified. All organic solvents were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) or Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH, USA) as ACS Grade
and used as received without any further purification unless otherwise specified. Irgacure
784 was purchased from Gelest (Morrisville, PA, USA). Propargyl alcohol was dried over
calcium hydride for 24 h before vacuum distillation. Meso-erythritol was dried by
azeotropic distillation before use.

Maleic anhydride (MAn): Sigma-Aldrich, 99%.
Propylene oxide (PO): Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%.
Magnesium ethoxide: Sigma-Aldrich, 98%.
Toluene: Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%.
Tetrahydrofuran (THF): Sigma-Aldrich, GR ACS.
Chloroform: Sigma-Aldrich, GR ACS.
Diethyl ether: Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 99.7 %.
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Hexanes: Sigma-Aldrich, 98.5%.
Sodium phosphate dibasic: BioXtra, ≥99.0%.
Sodium phosphate monobasic: BioXtra, ≥99.0%.
Sodium chloride: Sigma-Aldrich, GR ACS.
Calcium hydride: Sigma-Aldrich, 95%.
Diethylamine: Sigma-Aldrich, 99%.
Meso-erythritol: Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.0%.
Propargyl alcohol: Sigma-Aldrich, 99%.
Diethyl fumarate: Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 98.0%.
Phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (BAPO): Sigma-Aldrich, 97%.
Oxybenzone: Sigma-Aldrich, 98%.

2.2 Instruments

2.2.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

1

H NMR and

13

C NMR spectra were obtained using Varian NMR 300 MHz and

500 MHz Spectrophotometers. All chemical shifts were reported in ppm (δ) with solvent
resonances (1H NMR Chloroform-d 7.26 ppm; 13C NMR Chloroform-d 77.2 ppm; 1H NMR
DMSO-d6 1.50 ppm). Relaxation time of 1H NMR was 2 sec and scan numbers were 64.
Relaxation time of 13C NMR was 2 sec and scan numbers were 1000. Abbreviations of s,
d and m were used to represent singlet, doublet and multiple, respectively.
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2.2.2 Attenuated total reflectance fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR)

ATRFTIR spectroscopy was performed using a Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan) MIRacle
10 ATR-FTIR with a spectral range from 400 to 4000 cm-1. Repetitive scans (32) were
collected and averaged.

2.2.3 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

̅̅̅̅
The relative number-average molar masses (𝑀
𝑛 ) and the molar mass distributions
(Đm) were determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) on a Tosoh Bioscience
GmbH (Griesheim, Germany) EcoSEC HLC-8320GPC with TSKgel GMHHR-M columns
in series at 45 °C. The sample concentrations were 10 mg·mL-1. Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
was used as eluent flowing at 1.0 mL·min-1. The detector used in this determination was a
refractive index detector (RI) and a series of polystyrene (PS) standards of narrow
molecular mass distributions (with of ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑤 (g.mol-1): 500; 578; 1010; 2420; 5970; 10200;
18100; 37900; 96400; 190000; 427000; 706000; 1090000; 2110000; 5480000) were used
to determine the relative molecular mass.

2.2.4 UV-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis)

UV-Vis spectra were collected using a Hewlett Packard 8453 UV-Vis Instrument
at a wavelength ranging from 190 nm to 700 nm with a resolution of 2 nm.
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2.2.5 Mass spectroscopy

The chemical structures of PPF samples were further analyzed by a Bruker
(Billerica, MA, USA) Ultraflex III Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time-ofFlight (MALDI-ToF/ToF) mass spectrometer. The samples were dissolved in CHCl3 or
THF at a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. The sandwich method138 was used with trans2-[3-(4-tert-Butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene] malononitrile (DCTB) as matrix and
NaTFA as salt 10:1. End groups were identified for absolute molecular mass
characterization.

2.2.6 Thermal analysis

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a DSC-TA
Discovery DSC250 (New Castle, DE, USA) scanning a temperature range from -40 to
80 °C with heating and cooling ramps of 10 °C·min-1, under nitrogen atmosphere with a
flow rate of 40 mL·min-1. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined from the
midpoint of the transition in the second heating cycle.

2.2.7 Viscosity tests

The intrinsic viscosity of linear PPF samples at five molecular mass levels was
̅̅̅̅
measured in THF using an Ubbelohde viscometer at 35 oC. Each PPF sample (𝑀
𝑛 : 0.7
kDa, 1.27 kDa, 1.86 kDa, 2.45 kDa, and 3.16 kDa) was weighed and diluted in THF in a
volumetric flask (10 mL). Freshly distilled THF was added into the volumetric flask to the
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10 mL mark with a 0.45 um filter and sealed. The capillary viscometer was cleaned with
pure THF. A thermostat water bath was heated to maintain the temperature at 35 oC. The
capillary viscometer was pre-equilibrated in the thermostat bath for at least 15 minutes to
establish the thermal equilibrium. An injector was used to make the liquid fill up to more
than one third of the top ball of the capillary viscometer and then allowed the liquid to flow
down. A stopwatch was used to record the time when the liquid passed over the first line
on the capillary viscometer and stopped recording when the liquid passed the second line
on the capillary viscometer. The time of this period was recorded. The flow time was
recorded at least five times. The capillary viscometer was refilled by a filter with 5.0 mL
of the solution prepared of PPF and THF. The capillary viscometer was put back into the
thermostat bath. The flow time was measured and recorded for at least three times as
described above. Then 5.0 mL, 3.0 mL and further 1.8 mL or 2.0 mL (results dependent)
of pure THF solvent was added into the capillary viscometer using a filter respectively, and
the corresponding flow time was measured and recorded for at least three times each. The
calculations and experimental details are noted in the supplemental information.
Complex viscosity properties of PPF:DEF solutions were measured using an ARG2 rheometer TA Instruments (New Castle, DE, USA) at frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz
to 100 Hz (0.6 to 628.3 rad.s-1) at 10 °C temperature intervals of 25 °C, 35 °C, 45 °C and
55 °C. Oscillatory shear measurements were conducted using a 40 mm 2° diameter steel
cone with a truncation gap of 55 μm to measure the complex viscosity (η*) and deduce the
zero-shear viscosity (η0) at 5 % strain.
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2.2.8 3D printing

Tensile bars were printed from liquid resins using an EnvisionTEC Micro HR 279
printer and a computer-aided design (CAD) file of American Society of Testing Materials
(ASTM) D638 type V model at a scale of 50 %. The exposure time was 120 s for each
layer with a designed layer thickness of 50 μm. Each print was finished in about 4 h at 2224 °C, after which the tensile bars were gently rinsed with acetone three times and dried
with compressed air. The green tensile bars were then placed between two microscope
slides for 20 min to post-cure in a full spectrum UV irradiation chamber (at ambient
temperature (20 ± 2 °C). At least five tensile bars were 3D printed from each resin
formulation for further characterization.
Gyroid scaffolds were printed from liquid resins with an EnvisionTEC (Dearborn,
MI, USA) Micro HR 279 printer using a 405 nm LED UV light projector with an irradiance
of 225 mW·dm-2 and the computer-aided design (CAD) models were digitally sliced into
layers using the Perfactory software suite prior to manufacturing. The Perfactory P3 is an
inverted system that projects upward through a transparent glass plate into a reservoir
containing the resin. After each projection, the build platform moves vertically upward to
allow resin inflow for the next layer. Prior to scaffold printing, cure tests of PPF-based
resins were performed to determine the optimal printed layer thickness and UV exposure
time depending on the resin formulation. 20 mg of resin was placed in the middle of the
resin tray and after irradiation with UV for varying time durations (i.e., 60, 120, 180 and
240 s), the uncured liquid resin was gently removed by tissue paper. The resulting film was
peeled off the resin tray with a razor blade and the thickness of the cured film was measured
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by a digital caliper (Marathon, Vaughan, Ontario, Canada) with 10 μm precision.
Following these cure tests and printing tests, the layer thickness was fixed to 25 μm and
projection time ranged from 60 s to 225 s depending on the PPF molar mass. Each scaffold
was cylindrical with a prescribed diameter of 6 mm and height of 4 mm. After printing,
scaffolds were immediately rinsed with acetone, 70 % ethanol (v/v), and distilled water for
15 s each. Finally, the “green” scaffolds were post-cured in a full spectrum UV irradiation
chamber for 45 min or 90 min.

2.2.9 Mechanical testing

Tensile testing of 3D printed tensile bars was performed by an Instron (Norwood,
MA, USA) 5543 Universal Testing Machine at room temperature (24 ± 1 °C). Following
the guidelines from the ASTM standard D638-2014, the strain rate for the tensile test was
chosen to be 0.1 mm/(mm·min) to give rupture within 0.5 to 5 min testing time for all 3D
printed tensile bars. At least five tensile bars were tested in each group. As expected, these
tensile tests resulted in failure at the narrow cross-section portion of the tensile bars. The
data were reported as an average value of three individual measurements for each tensile
bar. The elastic moduli were calculated as the slope of the initial linear portion of the stressstrain curve. The tensile strength was defined as the stress at failure carried by the specimen
during a tensile test.
The mechanical properties of the gyroid scaffolds were studied by compression
tests using an Instron 5566 Universal Testing Machine (Norwood, MA, USA). Force and
displacement were zeroed prior to compression, with the top plate slightly above the
surface of the sample. Samples were compressed at a constant crosshead velocity of 0.5
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mm·min-1 at room temperature while stress and strain were monitored throughout the
experiment. The compressive moduli were calculated using the slope of linear fitting in the
linear regime. Compressive strength at fracture (if fracture occurred) was defined as the
stress required to fracture the material. The reported results are average values from five
individual measurements and the associated errors are the standard deviations.

2.2.10 Micro-computed tomography (µ-CT) analysis

The architecture of 3D porous scaffolds was characterized nondestructively by µCT Skyscan 1172 from Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA3D scanning of scaffolds was carried
out using the following parameters: 40 kV voltage, medium camera (pixel size = 8.73 μm),
no filter, 238 ms camera exposure preset time and 7.0 μm resolution.

2.2.12 Cell culture

Murine fibroblasts, L929 cell line (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), were used per
recommendation by ISO Standard 10993-5, which outlines the standards for direct contact
assays. L929 cells were cultured with Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) containing 10% horse serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and
1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), as outlined by the
manufacturer. Cells were plated at 75,000 cells per well into a 24-well polystyrene cell
culture plate (Corning Life Sciences, Corning, NY). The cells were grown to ~80%
confluence (2 days) prior to beginning the direct contact assay.
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2.2.13 Cytotoxicity Assay

A direct contact test was conducted in accordance with ISO Standard 10993-5.
Cytotoxicity was assessed at 24 hours. To initiate the test, the media was aspirated from
the wells containing cells. Then, a thin film of PPF was placed on top of the cell
monolayers in each well. Around 150 µL of media was then added back into each wellenough to cover the well, but keep the thin film from floating above the cell monolayer.
The cells were then incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Afterwards, the
cytotoxicity of the material was assessed through fluorescence staining and microscopy.
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CHAPTER III

SYNTHESIS AND BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF WELL-DEFINED
POLY(PROPYLENE FUMARATE) OLIGOMERS AND THEIR USE IN 3D PRINTED
SCAFFOLDS

This work has been previously published as
Yuanyuan Luo, Courtney M. Dolder, Jason M. Walker, Ruchi Mishra, David Dean,
Matthew L. Becker
Biomacromolecules, 2017, 17(2), 690-697
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3.1 Abstract

A ring opening polymerization method for synthesizing oligomeric poly(propylene
fumarate) (PPF) provides a rapid, and scalable method of synthesizing PPF with welldefined molecular mass, molecular mass distribution (Ðm), and viscosity properties suitable
for 3D printing. These properties will also reduce the amount of solvent necessary to ensure
sufficient flow of material during 3D printing. MALDI mass spectrometry precisely shows
the end group fidelity and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) demonstrates narrow mass
distributions (<1.6) of a series of low molecular mass oligomers (700-3000 Da). The
corresponding intrinsic viscosities range from 0.0288±0.0009 dL/g to 0.0780±0.0022 dL/g.
The oligomers were printed into scaffolds via established photochemical methods and
standardized ISO 10993-5 testing shows that the 3D printed materials are non-toxic to both
L929 mouse fibroblasts and human mesenchymal stem cells.

3.2 Introduction

Additive manufacturing, also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing, has the
potential to revolutionize regenerative medicine139 and fundamentally alter how surgeons
approach complicated reconstructive efforts to treat the results of pathogenesis, trauma,
congenital deformity, senescence, or cancer. While numerous 3D printing methods have
been reported, photo-crosslinking-based printing methods in particular have shown
potential for reliable, high-fidelity rendering of solid-cured polymer scaffolds that are
designed to fit defects visualized by medical imaging.140 Advances in image projection via
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digital light printing (DLP) technology have enabled the 3D printing of tissue engineering
scaffolds with complex geometric designs coupled with very fine (<50 um) features.141
However, there are numerous regulatory hurdles that must be overcome in order for this
technology to gain approval and arrive at the clinic including the availability of good
manufacturing practices (GMP) resins that are photo-crosslinkable (i.e., include
photoinitiators, dyes, solvents, and other additives).142

While there are many inert photo-crosslinkable resins, very few are non-toxic,
implantable and resorbable. T he

most

explored

resorbable

materials

include

polylactides,143 poly(ε-caprolactone),144 and poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF).145 With
regards to resorption profiles, polylactides have occasionally been found to undergo rapid
bulk degradation leading to a localized acidosis and inflammation..61 Poly(ε-caprolactone)
is known to degrade very slowly, sometimes over years,61, 146 thereby limiting the necessary
remodeling or vascularization of neo-tissues. Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) was
invented in 1994,147 in part, because of a desire to have a material which has safe and
controllable degradation and properties expected to be useful for controlled drug release,22
stents,148 blood vessels,85 nerve grafts,83 and cartilage87 tissue engineering, especially bone
tissue engineering.137, 149-151 Since its invention via the step growth polymerization method
more than two decades ago, PPF has been investigated with much success as scaffolding
materials for skeletal repair. Subsequent reports have improved upon the synthetic methods
and resulting materials.
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Although there have been many promising pre-clinical studies,142, 151-156 there are
significant barriers to moving PPF into mainstream clinical trials. The first challenge is
inherent to the step growth polymerization process in the traditional synthetic method.
Previously reported methods to synthesize PPF require high energy input, high vacuum,
long reaction times, and result in low conversion (~ 35%)61 with uncontrolled molecular
mass distribution (e.g., ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 , 500-1200 Da, Ðm 3-4; ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 750-1500 Da, Ðm 1.7-3)61,

157

,

conjugate-addition side reactions, and unwanted cross-linking, all of which significantly
influence the mechanical properties and degradation rates of the final product.93 Since the
viscosity of pure PPF oligomer at 40 oC is above 24,000 cP,137 which is significantly
different from the ideal viscosity 200 cP158 in photochemistry based 3D printing resins,
diethyl fumarate (DEF) (>50% vol%) is usually added into PPF oligomeric resins to reduce
the resin viscosity. Lowering the viscosity of PPF solutions for 3D printing undermines
efforts to obtain the highest elastic modulus and fracture strength (which are close to those
properties of trabecular bone) of DEF/PPF crosslinked scaffolds, so 25% DEF was
suggested in previous reports.151 And hence, the ideal PPF oligomers for 3D printing should
have ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 range from around 1000 Da to 2000 Da151,

158

to satisfy viscosity range of

DEF/PPF resin for 3D printing and the mechanical properties of the final printed DEF/PPF
scaffolds. However, PPF synthesized from previous reported step growth polymerization
methods showed either low yield or wide molecular mass distribution at ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 range 10002000 Da. Fractional precipitation was often used to obtain PPF samples with molar mass
distributions <1.6 for academic stuides.137 In short, using step growth polymerization,
despite clever modifications, it is difficult to reliably and reproducibly synthesize welldefined, low-molecular-mass oligomers on the scale required for widespread 3D printing
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applications and commercialization. This more than any other factor has limited the
availability of PPF to a select few investigators and limited the quantities of GMP-grade
materials, i.e., materials which meet requirements implemented by the FDA. GMP PPF
resin is required to push promising PPF-based 3D printed scaffolds forward into large
animal models and pilot human trials. Herein we report a scalable method for synthesizing
well defined poly(propylene fumarate) using a ring opening polymerization of maleic
anhydride and propylene oxide coupled with a post polymerization isomerization reaction.

3.3 Experimental Section

3.3.1 Materials

Maleic anhydride (MAn) (99%) was purchased from Fluka. Propylene oxide (PO)
(99.5%), magnesium ethoxide (Mg(OEt)2) (98%), diethylamine (99%, extra pure),
hydrochloric acid (HCl) (ACS, 37%), toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%), tetrahydrofuran (THF)
(ACS grade), chloroform (ACS) grade, hexanes (98.5%), sodium phosphate dibasic
(BioXtra, ≥99.0%), and sodium phosphate monobasic (BioXtra, ≥99.0%) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received.

3.3.2 Characterization of chemical structure, molecular weight and thermal properties

1

H and

13

C Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded with a

Varian NMRS 300 MHz instrument. Deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) was used as solvent.
Chemical shifts, δ (ppm), were referenced to the residual proton signal.
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The chemical structures of PPF samples were further analyzed by a Bruker
Ultraflex III Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time-of-Flight (MALDIToF/ToF) mass spectrometer. The samples were dissolved in CHCl3 at a final
concentration of 10 mg/mL. The sandwich method was used with trans-2-[3-(4-tertButylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene] malononitrile (DCTB) as matrix and NaTFA as
salt 10:1. End groups were identified for absolute molecular mass characterization.
FTIR spectra were recorded for film samples cast on potassium bromide (KBr)
disks from CHCl3 solution by an Excalibur Spectrometer (FTS 3000 and FTS 4000 Series)
with a wavenumber range from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. The molecular mass and molecular
mass distribution of each polymer was determined by size exclusion chromatography
(SEC). SEC analysis in THF at 35 oC was performed on a Viscotek GPCmax VE 2011
GPC Solvent Sample Module with a Waters 2414 Reflective Index Detector, with
polystyrene standards of narrow molecular mass distributions (with MW (g/mol): 580;
1280; 3180; 4910; 10440; 21,810; 51,150; 96,000; 230,900). The thermal properties of
PPF were characterized by DSC using TA Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter from 100 oC to 100 oC at a scanning rate of 10 oC /min in order to obtain the glass transition
temperature (Tg).

3.3.3 Intrinsic viscosity measurements of PPF polymers

The intrinsic viscosity of PPF samples at five molecular mass levels was measured
̅̅̅̅
in THF using an Ubbelohde viscometer at 35 oC. Each PPF sample (𝑀
𝑛 : 0.7 kDa, 1.27
kDa, 1.86 kDa, 2.45 kDa, and 3.16 kDa) was weighed and diluted in THF in a volumetric
flask (10 mL). Freshly distilled THF was added into the volumetric flask to the 10 mL
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mark with a 0.45 um filter and sealed. The capillary viscometer was cleaned with pure
THF. A thermostated water bath was heated to maintain the temperature at 35 oC. The
capillary viscometer was pre-equilibrated in the thermostated bath for at least 15 minutes
to establish the thermal equilibrium. An injector was used to make the liquid fill up to more
than one third of the top ball of the capillary viscometer and then allowed the liquid to
flow. A stopwatch was used to record the time when the liquid passed over the first line on
the capillary viscometer and stopped recording when the liquid passed the second line on
the capillary viscometer. The time of this period was recorded. The flow time was recorded
at least five times. The capillary viscometer was refilled by a filter with 5.0 mL of the
solution prepared of PPF and THF. The capillary viscometer was put back into the
thermostated bath. The flow time was measured and recorded for at least three times as
described above. Then 5.0 mL, 3.0 mL and further 1.8 mL or 2.0 mL (results dependent)
of pure THF solvent was added into the capillary viscometer using a filter respectively, and
the corresponding flow time was measured (n=3).

3.3.4 Representative synthesis of poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene oxide)

Maleic anhydride (MAn), 70.06 g (714 mmol) and propylene oxide (PO), 50.00 mL
(714 mmol) were dissolved in 100 mL of toluene in a 500 mL round-bottom flask at room
temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. After all of the monomers were dissolved in
toluene with constant magnetic stirring, 272.34 mg (2.38 mmol, molar ratio of
MAn/Mg(OEt)2 = 300:1, Mg(OEt)2 was added to the mixture and the flask was moved into
a silicone oil bath equipped with a reflux condenser to initiate the polymerization at 80 °C.
The polymerization was allowed to proceed, and aliquots were taken at defined time points
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(3 h, 6 h, 18 h, 24 h and 48 h). Similar studies incorporating molar ratio of MAn/Mg(OEt)2
= 200:1, 100:1 were also conducted. After the designated polymerization time, the system
was cooled to ambient temperature under nitrogen, and subjected to reduced pressure
conditions to remove the volatile materials. The residue was diluted with chloroform
(CHCl3) washed with water containing trace amount of hydrochloric acid (HCl) to remove
the inorganic Mg(OEt)2 compound. The organic layer was poured into hexanes following
rotary evaporation, and the precipitated polymer mixture was re-dissolved in a minimal
amount of CHCl3. The residue was then concentrated by rotary evaporation. Poly(maleic
anhydride-co-propylene oxide) was obtained after drying the product under vacuum
overnight at ambient temperature to remove all volatiles, and then the molecular mass and
mass distribution properties were characterized by SEC at each time point after 1H NMR
characterization.

1

OCH2CH(CH3)O),

H NMR (300 MHz, Chloroform-d δ ppm 1.13-1.41 (d, 3H,
4.04-4.36

(m,

2H,

OCH2CH(CH3)O),

5.23-5.30

(m,

1H,

OCH2CH(CH3)O), 6.24-6.42 (m, 2H, CH=CH (cis-configuration)).

3.3.5 General procedure for the isomerization of poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene
oxide)

Diethylamine (0.15 equivalent) was added to poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene
oxide) after dissolving the polymer in CHCl3 in a round-bottom flask at 55 °C for about 20
hours under a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was then concentrated by rotary
evaporation and washed with phosphate buffer saline solution (0.5M, pH = 6) to remove
the diethylamine. The organic layer was then precipitated into hexanes several times to
remove impurities. The precipitate was collected and kept in vacuum overnight at room
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temperature to remove all volatiles. Then, 1H NMR was used for characterization. 1H NMR
(300 MHz, Chloroform-d δ ppm 1.11-1.43 (d, 3H, OCH2CH(CH3)O), 4.09-4.39 (m, 2H,
OCH2CH(CH3)O), 5.21-5.35 (m, 1H, OCH2CH(CH3)O), 6.83-6.91 (m, 2H, CH=CH
(trans-configuration)).

3.3.6 Thin film fabrication

The PPF resin was heated to ensure homogeneity. To create the thin films, a transfer
pipette was used to place 5-7 drops of the resin in the middle of a glass slide. A second
glass slide was slowly placed on top of the first slide, ensuring that no air bubbles formed
while the resin was spread evenly between the two slides. The slides were placed in a UV
chamber (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC) for 30 minutes. After this time, the slides were
removed, and a razor blade was used to peel the thin films of partially cross-linked PPF
resin off the slides. The films were cut into squares that measured 1 cm along each edge.
The cut squares were sandwiched between two slides, to prevent curling, and put back into
the UV chamber for 7.5 hours to complete further cross-linking.

3.3.7 Photochemical 3D printing

3D scaffolds were printed using an EnvisionTEC Perfactory® 3 was calibrated to
generate a UV mask with a nominal irradiance of 350 mW·dm-2. The scaffold geometry
was chosen and the design files, which were previously created using SolidWorks software
(Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp., Waltham, MA), were obtained. We chose to impose
the Schoen Gyroid scaffold pore geometry on cylinders with struts of 400 µm, pores of
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1400 µm, and supports on the bottom. Fifty milliliters of resin was poured into the
basement plate of the Perfactory® 3. The build file was sent from the computer to the
printer using Perfactory® Software Suite 2.6 (EnvisionTEC, Dearborn, MI). The
Perfactory® was operated using a 75 mm focal length lens. This allowed for a native
resolution of 42 µm in the XY-plane. The enhanced resolution module (ERM), which
allows for a native resolution of 21 µm in the XY-plane, was not used for this study. The
printing job completed in 4 hours and 11 minutes. The temperature of the resin was
approximately 25 °C. Once the scaffolds were finished, the build plate containing the
attached scaffolds was removed from the printer. The scaffolds were washed, first with
70% acetone, to remove any uncured resin from within the pores of the scaffolds. The
scaffolds were then briefly rinsed with 70% EtOH followed by a rinse with dH2O.
Compressed air was used to gently dry the scaffolds. The scaffolds were then removed
from the build plate using a razor blade. The scaffolds were placed onto microscope slides,
standing upright, and put into the UV chamber for an additional 8 hours to complete further
cross-linking.

3.3.8 Washing protocol

Before beginning the direct contact assay, the thin films were washed. The washing
protocol began with a 15-minute soak in Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS)
(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) to remove surface debris introduced during production.
This was followed by three separate washes in 70% acetone for durations of 30, 20, and 10
min. Between acetone washes, the films were soaked in DPBS to remove excess acetone
from the films and to prevent them from drying out. The protocol was finished by
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completing two more washes in DPBS, 15 min each. After washing, the thin films were
soaked in DPBS for 72 hours in an incubator at 37°C, 5% CO2. The films were then soaked
in fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) overnight.

3.3.9 Cell culture

Murine fibroblasts, L929 cell line (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), were used per
recommendation by ISO Standard 10993-5, which outlines the standards for direct contact
assays. L929 cells were cultured with Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) containing 10% horse serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and
1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), as outlined by the
manufacturer. Cells were plated at 75,000 cells per well into a 24-well polystyrene cell
culture plate (Corning Life Sciences, Corning, NY). The cells were grown to ~80%
confluence (2 days) prior to beginning the direct contact assay.

3.3.10 Cytotoxicity assay

A direct contact test was conducted in accordance with ISO Standard 10993-5.
Cytotoxicity was assessed at 24 hours. To initiate the test, the media was aspirated from
the wells containing cells. Then, a thin film of PPF was placed on top of the cell
monolayers in each well. Around 150 µL of media was then added back into each well—
enough to cover the well, but keep the thin film from floating above the cell monolayer.
The cells were then incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Afterwards, the
cytotoxicity of the material was assessed through fluorescence staining and microscopy.
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3.3.11 Microscopy

The scaffolds were imaged using an Olympus Stereoscope (Center Valley, PA) to
depict the scaffold features and individually cured layers in greater detail. Live/dead
staining was performed to assess the cytotoxicity of the PPF. A solution containing 2µM
calcein AM and 4 µM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) was prepared in DPBS using a
cytotoxicity kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Wells containing thin films as well as
those serving as controls were incubated with 150 µL of live/dead solution at room
temperature for 30 minutes in dark conditions. Cells that were cultured as mentioned
previously and then incubated in 70% methanol for 30 minutes prior to incubation in
live/dead solution were used as a positive, cytotoxic control. As a negative, noncytotoxic
control, cells were cultured in normal conditions on polystyrene culture plates prior to
live/dead staining and received no other treatment. After incubation with the live/dead
solution, images were taken with an Olympus CKX41 fluorescence microscope outfitted
with a 12.8 MP digital camera (Olympus, Center Valley, PA).

3.4 Results and Discussions

Recently, DiCiccio et al. reported the synthesis of PPF using a ring-opening
copolymerization of maleic anhydride and propylene oxide with chromium salen as an
initiator at 45 C.90 The resulting poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) was isomerized using
diethyl amine at ambient temperature for 16 hours to yield poly(propylene fumarate). The
solid PPF material possessed ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 ~17 kDa, molecular mass distribution of 1.6 and less
than 1% ether linkage with 99% conversion. Compared with traditional synthesis step
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growth methods157, 159, the chain growth mechanism yields PPM with consistent mass and
mass distribution properties, and the reaction is more reproducible. Upon isomerization, it
is possible to produce PPF with well-defined properties for further mechanical, toxicity
and degradation tests.

Scheme 3.1. PPF results from an isomerization reaction of PPM in the presence of
diethylamine.
PPF synthesized using the methods of DiCiccio et al. results in solid high molecular
mass polymers with high viscosity that are not suitable for 3D printing studies as discussed
before. Comparing the known toxicity of Cr and Co metals,160, 161 magnesium ethoxide was
chosen as initiator in PPF synthesis in this study.162, 163 PPM oligomers were synthesized
through a chain-growth mechanism using magnesium ethoxide as the initiator. The
molecular mass of the PPF can be controlled easily with time and temperature. Unlike
other reports of molecular mass distribution which are a result of post precipitation
fractionation137, the molecular mass distribution of oligomeric PPM is generally less than
1.6 prior to precipitation. The catalytic byproducts are ethanol and magnesium oxide both
of which are tolerated by biological systems163, especially at concentrations noted in this
method. Following purification, the PPF oligomers synthesized from this method possess
well-defined properties including predictable molecular mass and narrow molecular mass
distribution. The method is highly reproducible, scalable and amenable to a good
manufacturing process (GMP) compared to the traditional step growth PPF synthetic
methods. These characteristics may accelerate the application of PPF as a 3D-printable
biodegradable synthetic polymer for use in clinical bone tissue engineering applications.
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Figure 3.1. 1H NMR for a poly(propylene malate) (PPM) intermediate (bottom) and
poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) (top) shows quantitative conversion from the cis
stereochemistry to the trans configuration.
As shown in Scheme 3.1, poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene oxide) (PPM) was
synthesized via a ring-opening polymerization of maleic anhydride and propylene oxide in
toluene using magnesium ethoxide as an initiator. Following purification, the intermediate
PPM was further isomerized in chloroform with diethylamine as catalyst to yield PPF.
1

H NMR and

13

C NMR (Appendix) were used to confirm the known chemical

structures of poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene oxide) and poly(propylene fumarate).
The residual solvent used in the purification step can be further removed with longer times
under vacuum. The blue spectra in Figure 3.1 showed that PPM was successfully
isomerized to PPF with the location of the resonances of the cis-alkene protons (δ = 6.2)
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on C=C bonds shifting to the expected position for protons in the trans-configuration (δ =
6.8)

similar

to

the

resonances

reported

previously.

Figure 3.2. Enlarged portion of a MALDI-TOF mass spectrograph of PPF sample number
4 in Table 3.1 showing the repeat unit in PPF and the postulated end group chemistries,
which correspond the individual peaks in the distribution depicted in the mass spectrometry
data.
Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI) mass spectroscopy was able
to precisely determine the mass of the individual materials and the end group populations.
At low molecular mass, MALDI was able to determine the molecular mass more precisely
that size exclusion chromatography. As seen in Figure 3.2, there are three groups (labeled
with A, B, C) of possible end groups in this sample (PPF sample number 4 in Table 3.1).
The m/z=156 between two adjacent peaks shows the mass of repeat unit, which equals to
the mass of maleic anhydride and propylene oxide. The predominant end group population
is an ethoxy group and a proton(A). These characteristics support the successful synthesis
of PPF coupled with end group populations. There is no evidence of residual metal from
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the initiator in the purified materials. The MALDI spectra of PPF sample number 4 in Table
3.1 and other MALDI spectra of PPF sample number 2 in Table 3.1 are shown in the
Appendix.

Figure 3.3. A kinetic plot showing the near linear growth of molecular mass with time.
̅̅̅̅
Number-average molar mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) and molar mass distribution (Ðm) as a function of
reaction time for poly(propylene malate) (PPM) intermediates using monomer-to-initiator
ratios of 100:1, 200:1, and 300:1.
̅̅̅̅
In Figure 3.3,𝑀
𝑛 of PPM increased in a nearly linear fashion as the polymerization
time increased from 3 h to 48 h, supporting a chain-growth mechanism. The small
̅̅̅̅
deviations in𝑀
𝑛 and Ðm over multiple reactions demonstrated the reproducibility of this
reaction. The molecular mass distribution of all polymerizations was around 1.6 without
fractionation. The chain growth method affords more precise control over molecular mass
distribution compared to a step-growth mechanism where Ðm is usually 2 or higher. The
yields for the reaction approach 65%, which is significantly greater than the yields for low
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molecular mass oligomers in a step growth process. Herein we show this kinetic study can
be used for large batch PPF synthesis to target specific molecular mass properties for 3D
printing.

Figure 3.4. (A) FTIR spectra (film, KBr, CHCl3, 400 cm-1 – 4000 cm-1) for the PPM
intermediate and PPF. The cis to trans conversion is seen in C-H stretches. (B) Ultraviolet–
visible spectroscopy clearly shows (acetonitrile, 190 nm - 700 nm) for a PPM intermediate
and PPF. The Stokes red-shift in the π-π* transition indicates the compete conversion of
the cis to trans isomerization.
FTIR and UV-vis spectrophotometry were used to further support the chemical
structures of PPM and PPF. In the PPM spectra in Figure 3.4A, the peak at 1715-1740 cm1

represented the unsaturated C=O (ester) stretch, which demonstrated the formation of the

ester bond in the PPM synthesis process. Stretches at 2988 cm-1, 1642 cm-1, 1162 cm-1, 814
cm-1 showed C-H stretch, C=C (alkene) stretch, O-C (alkoxy) stretch, and C-H (cis alkene)
bend (broad) patterns separately. In the spectra of PPF, the peak at 1715-1740 cm-1
represented the unsaturated C=O (ester) stretch peak. Stretches at 2986 cm-1, 1646 cm-1,
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1156 cm-1, 984 cm-1 were C-H stretch, C=C (alkene) stretch, O-C (alkoxy) stretch and CH (trans alkene) bend patterns respectively. The appearance of C-H (trans alkene) bending
stretches at 960-990 cm-1 in the blue curve demonstrated the isomerization process. These
characteristic signals supported the successful synthesis of PPM and isomerization of PPM
to PPF.
Table 3.1. Polymer Data with Temp, time, ratios, ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 ,Tg, intrinsic viscosity.
MAn
or
PPF
PO
(mol)

C
(mol/
L)

Molar
ratio of
Monomer
/
Mg(OEt)2

Time
(h)

Temp.
(°C)

Molar
ratio
of
PPM/
DEA

Yiel
d
(%)

̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 Đm Tg
(oC)
(Da)

[η] (dL/g)

1

6.962

7.14

5.7

6

r.t.

6.67

51

700

1.6

-25

0.0288±0.0009

2

2.856

7.14

24

40

80

6.67

65

1270 1.5

-3

0.0490±0.0001

3

7.14

7.14

48

24

80

6.67

55

1496 1.5

-1

0.0513±0.0001

4

2.856

7.14

48

40

80

10

48

1860 1.6

0

0.0529±0.0013

5

2.856

7.14

200

42

80

10

NA

2450 1.6

6

0.0622±0.0006

6

0.714

7.14

200

138

80

6.67

NA

3160 1.7

12

0.0780±0.0022

In Figure 3.4B, the orange curve showed the UV-Visible spectra of PPM
intermediate. There was a strong absorbance at 192 nm, which corresponded to the π-π*
transition of cis-configuration C=C bonds in PPM. In the blue spectrum of PPF, there was
a strong absorbance at 210 nm, which was the π-π* transition of trans-configuration C=C
bond in PPF. The shift results from the conversion of a higher energy cis-configuration
C=C bonds to a lower energy trans-configuration.
A series of PPF polymers having ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of 0.7 kDa, 1.27 kDa, 1.86 kDa, 2.45 kDa,
and 3.16 kDa were synthesized using the large batch PPF procedures described in the
experimental section (Appendix) using the polymerization parameters set forth in Table
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3.1. As shown in Table 3.1, when the number-average molecular mass of PPF increased
from 0.7 kDa to 3.16 kDa, the glass transition temperature of PPF increased from -25 C
to 12 C and the intrinsic viscosity of PPF at 35 C increased from 0.0288±0.0009 dL/g to
0.0780±0.0022 dL/g. This clearly shows that the smaller molecular mass PPF possess
lower glass transition temperature and lower the intrinsic viscosity as expected. At room
temperature, PPF sample 1 had near fluid-like property, PPF samples 2-4 were sticky,
viscous liquids, and PPF samples 5 and 6 were sticky solids.

Figure 3.5. 3D printed porous scaffold. Left: CAD file was created in Matlab using the
Schoen Gyroid triply periodic minimal surface with 400 μm strut thickness, 1400 μm pore
diameter, and 88.2% porosity. Right: CAD file 3D printed as a PPF scaffold using a
Perfactory P3 printer.
To ensure that resorbable PPF that was synthesized with the ring opening method
could be 3D printed, we tested material with a molecular mass of 1500 Da for 3D printing
tests in an EnvisionTEC (Dearborn, MI) Perfactory P3 photo-crosslinking-based device.
Diethyl fumarate (DEF) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to the PPF in a 1:3
mass ratio in order to reduce the viscosity of the polymer. This mixture was then stirred
and heated at 50 °C in a fume hood. A resin suitable for photo-crosslinking was then created
from the 1:3 DEF:PPF mixture by adding the photoinitiators Irgacure 819 and Irgacure 784
(BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany) as well as oxybenzone (Sigma-Aldrich), and additional
DEF to bring the final resin composition to 1:1 DEF:PPF, 3% Irgacure 819, 0.4% Irgacure
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784, and 0.7% oxybenzone. DEF was used as the solvent, along with heat, to dissolve the
photoinitiators and oxybenzone prior to their addition to the 3:1 PPF:DEF resin.
A porous, cylindrical scaffold CAD file using the Schoen Gyroid triply periodic
minimal surface pore geometry with 400 μm strut thickness, pore diameter of 1400 μm,
and porosity of 88.2% was created in was created in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).164
The CAD file was 3D printed using the previously described PPF-containing resin using
an EnvisionTEC (Dearborn, MI) Perfactory P3 3D printer (Figure 3.5). No morphometric
analysis of the scaffolds was done (those comparisons are currently underway); however
the 3D printing accuracy was found on quick inspection with a caliper to be identical to
scaffolds using PPF synthesized by the step growth method.

Figure 3.6. Direct Contact Assay. A cytotoxicity analysis was performed in accordance
with ISO 10993-5 to confirm in vitro biocompatibility with L929 fibroblasts. Thin films
prepared from 1500 Da PPF synthesized by the ring opening method were found to be
nontoxic. (A) PPF film edge, (B) under PPF thin film, (-) negative control, (+) positive
control. Scale bar = 200 μm.
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The same material used for 3D printing was used to prepare 1 x 1 cm square thin
films of PPF by placing PPF between two microscope slides and curing the material in a
UV light box (Procure 950, 3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC). A direct contact test cytotoxicity
test was conducted in accordance with ISO Standard 10993-5.165 Cytotoxicity was assessed
at 24, 48, and 72 h. To initiate the test, a PPF thin film was placed on top of a cell
monolayer that was grown onto the coverslip. The cells and thin films were then incubated
at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24, 48, and 72 h. Afterwards, the cytotoxicity of the material was
assessed through fluorescence microscopy using a live/dead assay where calcein AM
(green) identified live cells and ethidium homodimer (red) located dead cells. The data
show near quantitative viability. The images shown are at 24h. The direct contact assay
found this material to be nontoxic (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.7. Cytotoxicity analysis was performed to confirm the in vitro biocompatibility of
human bone marrow-derived human mesenchymal stem cells (RoosterBio, Frederick,
MD). Bright field micrscopy images (A,C) and fluorescent (B,D) images of hMSCs in
contact with PPF printed films using a direct contact assay (top) or cultured directly on the
films. Scale bar = 500 μm.
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The same PPF printed thin films used for the direct contact assay were also used as
a substrate to culture cells that are used in our current application, bone tissue engineering.
Those cells are bone marrow-derived human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) obtained
from RoosterBio (Frederick, MD). Again, no toxicity was observed in direct contact assays
or when cultured on the films. The cells attached and proliferated well, as is the case with
PPF synthesized by the step growth method (Figure 3.7).

3.5 Conclusions

The use of a ring opening method to synthesize PPF is significant in that it enables
a scalable, translationally relevant method of PPF synthesis. In addition, the precisely
controlled molecular mass, molecular mass distribution and viscosity properties facilitate
a predictable pathway for GMP certification. Narrow molecular mass distribution and
highly reliable viscosity should afford predictable and reliable mechanical performance
and long-term resorption profiles for this material. Finally, narrow molecular mass
distribution and reliable viscosity will allow for the reduction in the amount of solvent used
to the minimum needed to ensure sufficient flow of material during 3D printing.
Collectively these properties may bridge the resorption time gap in highly accurate, photocrosslinked 3D printed materials between 1 and 2 months for many polylactides and 3-5
years for poly(ε-caprolactone)166. This is a critical window for the presence and absence of
a scaffold biologically. Initially the presence of a scaffold facilitates either seeded and/or
host cells and vasculature to infuse the tissue defect space. Thereafter, in tissues that require
remodeling to take on their adult function, the absence of scaffolding material is essential.
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Studies covering the molecular mass dependent mechanical and degradation properties of
3D-printed PPF scaffolds are ongoing.
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CHAPTER IV

3D PRINTING OF POLY(PROPYLENE FUMARATE) OLIGOMERS: EVALUATION
OF RESIN VISCOSITY, PRINTING CHARACTERISTICS AND MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
This work has been previously published as

Yuanyuan Luo, Gaëlle Le Fer, David Dean and Matthew L. Becker

Biomacromolecules, 2019, 20(4), 1699-1708
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4.1 Abstract

Complex three-dimensional (3D) pore geometries, useful for tissue engineering
scaffolds, can be fabricated via photo-crosslinking of resorbable poly(propylene fumarate)
(PPF) resins using stereolithography (SLA) and/or continuous digital light processing
(cDLP) methods. Physico-chemical parameters inherent to 3D printable resin design,
include viscosity, polymer concentration, degree of polymerization, and resin printing
temperature. We report here on our study of these parameters and their influence the cDLP
3D printing process and the resulting mechanical properties. A series of PPF oligomers
were synthesized by the ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) of maleic anhydride and
propylene oxide followed by a base-catalyzed isomerization. The resin viscosities were
̅̅̅̅
measured as a function of number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of the PPF oligomers (1.1
kDa, 1.7 kDa and 2.0 kDa), concentrations of PPF in the reactive diluent diethyl fumarate
(DEF) (50 and 75 wt. %) and resin temperature (25 °C to 55 °C). The zero-shear viscosity
(η0) of the resins was found to be temperature-dependent and follow a linear Arrhenius
relationship. Tensile tests demonstrated mechanical properties within the range of
trabecular bone, with the ultimate strength at break above 15 MPa and elastic moduli
between 178 and 199 MPa.

4.2 Introduction

Precise pathways to fabricate three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds for bone tissue
engineering are evolving rapidly with advances in 3D printing techniques and synthetic
methods to generate polymeric biomaterials.26, 39, 167-172 Compared to traditional porous
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scaffold fabrication methods including salt leaching, gas foaming, and phase separation,
3D printing affords significant flexibility in the design of complex, patient-specific scaffold
geometries (e.g.,for craniofacial defects), and control over internal pore and strut size,
porosity, and pore interconnectivity, all of which are important to physiological response
to the scaffold at the wound site.158, 173, 174 Selection of materials with appropriate resorption
time and Computer Aided Design (CAD) geometries influence mechanical properties that
are important and interdependent for bone tissue engineering.35, 175

The use of continuous digital light processing (cDLP), also known as dynamic mask
photolithography, is a high resolution photochemical printing modality where a
photosensitive liquid resin is solidified with a DLP (Digital Light Processing) projector
chip via UV and/or visible light in a layer-by-layer process.170, 173, 175, 176 Compared to other
3D printing techniques such as fused deposition modeling (FDM) or stereolithography
(SLA), cDLP printing methods are relatively fast and possess lateral resolution at 10-100
μm scales.41, 173, 175 Recently, new materials are emerging as alternatives to previously
studied resorbable polymers for cDLP printing.175 One such resorbable polymer is
poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF), an unsaturated polyester which degrades in the body into
a Krebs-cycle constituent (fumaric acid) and a food additive (propylene glycol).177 PPF
was synthesized for the first time in 1994 by Mikos and co-workers178 and has been used
widely in cDLP-based 3D printing.20,

179

This polymer has been used in a number of

medical applications, such as controlled drug release,180, 181 vascular stents,88 nerve grafts,83
blood vessel engineering,85 hydrogels,182 cartilage87, 183 and bone tissue engineering.96, 113,
184-186

Unlike previous reports which used oligomeric resins from a step growth

polymerization process, we recently reported the synthesis of PPF and PPF copolymers
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using a ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) method that provides precise control
over molecular mass and molecular mass distribution (Đm).41, 107 Molecular mass and mass
distribution have significant effects on viscosity properties.

In cDLP-based 3D printing, it is important to keep the viscosity of the printable
resin low (e.g.,0.25 Pa·s for a pentaerythritol tetra-acrylate resin, 5 Pa·s for ceramic
suspensions, and ~10 Pa·s for polymer with carbon nanotube composites) to avoid print
failures.187, 188 Lower viscosities are necessary for rapid printing to allow a new layer of
liquid resin to flow into the small gap between the bottom surface of the resin tray and the
previous cured solid layer and to maintain dispersion of resin additives.167, 175, 188, 189 PPF,
by itself, at a molecular mass relevant to tissue engineering (<3500 Da), is a viscous
polymer (e.g.,for a ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 = 1.5 kDa, Đm = 1.7 PPF, the zero-shear viscosity at 40 °C is 2370
Pa·s).137 A resin formulation containing pure PPF cannot be used for photochemical-based
3D printing without dilution in a solvent because the high viscosity hinders precise layer
thickness control and increases curing time.145, 158 A light-reactive or non-reactive solvent
is added to the resin to reduce the viscosity in many cDLP 3D printing studies.173, 189
Nevertheless, there is a maximum amount of solvent that can be added into a resin before
network structures are significantly altered, mechanical properties are dramatically
reduced, or 3D printing fails entirely.96, 167, 173, 179 To consistently and efficiently 3D print
PPF-based scaffolds using photocrosslinking-based cDLP methods, there is an overarching
need to understand the factors that reduce the viscosity of the PPF resin while maintaining
sufficient flow during printing, resin additive dispersion, and the intended scaffold’s
mechanical strength.
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Several studies35, 176 have shown that the compressive mechanical properties of
PPF-based polymeric scaffolds and PPF-based composite scaffolds are comparable to
those of human trabecular bone. In studies where the PPF oligomers used were synthesized
using step growth polymerization methods, the material is known to have a relatively broad
molecular mass distribution (e.g.,Đm > 2).97, 190-194 As the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF oligomers and the
scaffold geometry have been shown to significantly influence the degradation profile of
3D printed porous PPF scaffolds in accelerated degradation conditions,35 it is important to
understand the mechanical property changes of 3D printed materials as a function of the
molecular mass distribution and ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of the PPF used.
Herein, we evaluate the effect of temperature, PPF to the reactive diluent diethyl
fumarate (DEF) mass ratio and degree of polymerization (DP) of PPF on resin viscosity,
print layer thickness, and the mechanical properties of fully-processed (i.e., cleaned and
post-cured) scaffolds. The incorporation of DEF between the crosslinks formed between
PPF chains is likely to dramatically affect 3D printing time as well as the scaffold’s
resulting mechanical properties. Three PPF oligomers (1.1 kDa, 1.7 kDa, and 2.0 kDa)
were used to formulate printable resins at different PPF to DEF ratios (1:1 and 3:1) and
printing temperatures to assess the influence of the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF, if any, on the 3D printing
process. Additionally, FTIR measurements and swelling tests were performed to evaluate
the crosslinking density of 3D printed tensile bars as a function of the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF. Finally,
the corresponding mechanical properties were measured to assess their potential use for
trabecular bone tissue engineering scaffolds.
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4.3 Experimental Section

4.3.1 Materials

Maleic anhydride (MAn) (99 %), propylene oxide (PO) (99.5 %), magnesium
ethoxide (Mg(OEt)2) (98 %), diethylamine (99 %, extra pure), toluene (anhydrous, 99.8
%), tetrahydrofuran (THF) (ACS grade), chloroform (CHCl3) (ACS grade), diethyl ether
(≥ 99.7 %), sodium phosphate dibasic (BioXtra, ≥ 99.0 %), sodium phosphate monobasic
(BioXtra, ≥ 99.0 %), diethyl fumarate (DEF, ≥ 98.0 %), phenylbis(2,4,6trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (BAPO) (97 %), and oxybenzone were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Irgacure 784 was purchased from Gelest
(Morrisville, PA, USA). All chemicals were used as received.

4.3.2 Methods

Proton (1H) NMR experiments were performed in CDCl3 at 25 °C using a Varian
(Palo Alto, CA, USA) Mercury NMRS 300 spectrometer. All chemical shifts were
recorded in parts per million (ppm) relative to the reference peak solvent: chloroform at δ
= 7.26 ppm.
The relative molecular masses and the molecular mass distributions (Đm) of PPF
oligomers were determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) on a Tosoh
Bioscience GmbH (Griesheim, Germany) EcoSEC HLC-8320GPC with TSKgel
GMHHR-M columns in series at 45 °C. The sample concentrations were 10 mg·mL-1.
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used as eluent flowing at 1.0 mL.min-1. The detector used in
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this determination was a refractive index detector (RI) and a series of polystyrene (PS)
-1
̅̅̅̅̅
standards of narrow molecular mass distributions (with of 𝑀
𝑤 (g·mol ): 500; 578; 1010;

2420; 5970; 10200; 18100; 37900; 96400; 190000; 427000; 706000; 1090000; 2110000;
5480000) were used to determine the relative molecular mass.
MALDI-ToF mass spectra were recorded on a Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA) UltraFlex III MALDI-ToF/ToF mass spectrometer equipped with a Nd:YAG laser emitting at
355 nm. The instrument was operated in positive ion mode. All samples were dissolved in
chloroform at a final concentration of 10 mg·mL-1. Trans-2-[3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2methyl-2-propenylidene] malononitrile (DCTB) (20 mg·mL-1) served as a matrix and
sodium trifluoroacetate (NaTFA) (10 mg mL-1) as a cationizing agent. These materials
were prepared and mixed in a ratio of 10:1. Matrix and sample solutions were applied to
the MALDI-ToF target plate by the sandwich method. FlexAnalysis software was used to
analyze MALDI-ToF data.
The thermal properties of PPF oligomers were characterized by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a TA Instruments (New Castle, DE, USA) Q200
instrument from -30 to 30 °C at a scanning rate of 10 °C·min-1, under nitrogen atmosphere
with a flow rate of 40 mL·min-1. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined from
the midpoint of the heat flow transition in the second heating cycle.

4.3.3 Complex viscosity of PPF:DEF solutions

PPF oligomers from Table 4.1 were diluted in DEF to reduce the viscosity. The
viscosity properties of two mass ratio resins, 3:1 and 1:1 (PPF:DEF), were investigated by
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performing complex viscosity measurements. Linear viscoelastic properties of PPF:DEF
solutions were measured using an AR-G2 rheometer (TA Instruments) at frequencies
ranging from 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz (0.6 to 628.3 rad·s-1) at 10 °C temperature intervals of 25
°C, 35 °C, 45 °C and 55 °C. Oscillatory shear measurements were conducted using a 40
mm 2° diameter steel cone with a truncation gap of 55 μm to measure the complex viscosity
(η*) and deduce the zero-shear viscosity (η0) at 5 % strain.

4.3.4 Resin formulation for 3D printing

Photoinitiators

phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine

oxide

(BAPO),

Irgacure 784 and a radical scavenger oxybenzone (HMB) were added to the PPF:DEF
solutions at 3 %, 0.4 % and 0.7 % by weight, respectively. The resins were heated at 50 °C
under continuous magnetic stirring to fully dissolve the two photoinitiators and the radical
scavenger.

4.3.5 Cure tests of PPF-based resins for 3D printing

Cure tests of PPF-based resins were performed to determine the optimal printed
layer thickness and UV exposure time and to investigate the effect of the molecular masses
̅̅̅̅
(𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers on these paramaters. Formulated resin (20 mg) was placed in the
middle of the resin tray on an EnvisionTEC (Dearborn, MI) Micro HR 279 3D printer
which uses a 405 nm LED UV light projector with an irradiance of 225 mW/dm2. After
irradiation with UV for varying time durations (i.e., 45, 60, 90, 120 and 180 s), the uncured
liquid resin was gently removed by tissue paper. The resulting film was peeled off the resin
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tray with a razor blade and the thickness of the cured film was measured by a digital caliper
(Marathon, Vaughan, Ontario, Canada) with 10 μm precision.

4.3.6 Photochemical 3D printing of tensile bars

Tensile bars were printed from liquid resins using an EnvisionTEC Micro HR 279
printer and a computer-aided design (CAD) file of American Society of Testing Materials
(ASTM) D638 type V model at a scale of 50 %. The exposure time was 120 s for each
layer with a designed layer thickness of 50 μm. Each print was finished in about 4 h at 2224 °C, after which the tensile bars were gently rinsed with acetone three times and dried
with compressed air. The green tensile bars were then placed between two microscope
slides for 20 min to post-cure in a full spectrum UV irradiation chamber (at ambient
temperature (20 ± 2 °C). At least five tensile bars were 3D printed from each resin
formulation for further characterization.

4.3.7 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

FTIR spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan) MIRacle 10 ATRFTIR with a spectral range from 400 to 4000 cm-1. Repetitive scans (32) were collected
and averaged. Three tensile bars made from each resin group were tested. FTIR spectra
were shown in absorption mode. Ratios of the alkene C=C stretching signal (1665 cm-1 to
1615 cm-1) to carbonyl C=O asymmetric stretching signal (1800 cm-1 to 1665 cm-1) before
and after 3D printing of PPF:DEF resins were compared using the differences in the area
ratio of these two characteristic stretches using OriginProTM 2017 software.
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4.3.8 Swelling test

The crosslinked samples (i.e., films from curing test and tensile bars) was
submerged into a capped glass vial with 20 mL of toluene for 24 h on a shaking bed (70
rpm) at ambient temperature (20 ± 2 °C), and the mass of each sample (Ws) was recorded.
Then the sample was dried under vacuum for 24 h and the final dried mass of the sample
(Wf) was recorded. The swelling degree (SD) is defined by the following equation:
𝑆𝐷 =

𝑊𝑠 −𝑊𝑓

(4.1)

𝑊𝑠

A balance with precision of 0.1 mg was used to obtain the mass information.

4.3.9 Tensile mechanical test

Dimensions (i.e., length overall (LO), width overall (WO) and thickness (T)) of
each tensile bar were measured using a digital caliper with a 0.01 mm precision. Tensile
testing of 3D printed tensile bars was performed by an Instron (Norwood, MA, USA) 5543
Universal Testing Machine at room temperature (24 ± 1 °C). Following the guidelines from
the ASTM standard D638-2014, the strain rate for the tensile test was chosen to be 0.1
mm/(mm·min) to give rupture within 0.5 to 5 min testing time for all 3D printed tensile
bars. At least five tensile bars were tested in each group. As expected, these tensile tests
resulted in failure at the narrow cross-section portion of the tensile bars. The data were
reported as an average value of three individual measurements for each tensile bar. The
elastic moduli were calculated as the slope of the initial linear portion of the stress-strain
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curve, by linear fitting of the data from the strain range from 0 % to 0.1 %. The tensile
strength was defined as the stress at failure carried by the specimen during a tensile test.

4.3.10 Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with Tukey method to assess significance of the layer thickness variation seen in the cure
tests, external dimensions of tensile bars, swelling tests, FTIR test and tensile properties
using OriginProTM 2017 software. A p-value < 0.05 was considered significant. All tests
were performed in triplicate unless otherwise noted. Quantitative values provided are mean
± standard deviation of the mean.

4.3.11 Synthesis of poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) oligomers by ring-opening
copolymerization

The route to synthesize PPF oligomers has been described previously.41 As shown
in Scheme 4.1, MAn and PO were dissolved in toluene at room temperature. Then, a
designated amount of Mg(OEt)2, used both as initiator and catalyst, was added to the
solution and the copolymerization was performed at 80 °C, with constant stirring and under
an inert atmosphere. After the desired polymerization time, the mixture was cooled to room
temperature and the poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) was recovered by precipitation in
diethyl ether and then dried under vacuum to afford a viscous orange polymer.
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4.3.12 Procedure for the isomerization of PPM

PPM oligomers were isomerized (from cis to trans) thereby creating
poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF). Briefly, PPM was dissolved in chloroform, to reach a
concentration of 1 mol·L-1 of double bond residues. Diethylamine (Et2NH) (0.15 eq/double
bond residue) was added and the solution was heated at 60 °C, for 24 h, under an inert
atmosphere. The organic layer was washed with 1 M sodium phosphate aqueous solution
(pH = 6) and the copolymer was recovered by rotary evaporation and dried under vacuum
to afford a viscous orange polymer. In this way, the desired series of three PPF oligomers
̅̅̅̅
were synthesized with number-average molecular masses (𝑀
𝑛 ) of 1.1 kDa, 1.7 kDa and
2.0 kDa, as determined by SEC in THF. Detailed synthesis conditions and molecular
characteristics are summarized in Table 4.1.
1

H NMR of PPF oligomers (300 MHz, 298 K, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 1.11−1.43 (d, 3H,

OCH2CH(CH3)O),

4.09−4.39

(m,

2H,

OCH2CH(CH3)O),

5.23−5.35

(m,

1H,

OCH2CH(CH3)O), 6.83−6.92 (m, 2H, CH=CH (trans-configuration). Representative 1H
NMR spectra of PPF oligomer can be found in Appendix.

Scheme 4.1. Preparation of poly(propylene maleate) oligomers by ring-opening
copolymerization of maleic anhydride and propylene oxide and a subsequent isomerization
into poly(propylene fumarate).
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4.4 Results and Discussion

The investigation of how viscosity influences the cDLP 3D printing process and
the mechanical properties of the resulting scaffolds will aid in the future development of
novel resins. Recent improvements in the synthesis of PPF afford better control of
molecular mass and molecular mass distribution over traditional step growth
polymerization methods. Three PPF oligomers (i.e., 1.1 kDa, 1.7 kDa, and 2.0 kDa) were
synthesized by ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) of maleic anhydride (MAn) and
propylene oxide (PO) and subsequent isomerization reactions.
Table 4.1. Synthetic conditions and characterization of poly(propylene fumarate)
oligomers
Monomer
MAn

PO

Molar ratio of

Time

̅̅̅̅
𝑴𝒏 a

Conc.

PPF
(mol)

(mol)

MAn/Mg(OEt)2

(h)

(kDa)

Tgb
Đma
(°C)

(mol·L-1)
1

1.8

1.8

7.14

24

16

1.1

1.28

-5.9

2

1.8

1.8

7.14

48

36

1.7

1.29

-3.5

3

1.8

1.8

9.00

48

50

2.0

1.61

11.8

a

Determined by SEC in THF at 45 °C with RI detector using PS standards, bDetermined
by DSC
The synthetic conditions and the corresponding molecular characteristics are
summarized in Table 4.1. The structures were confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, and
̅̅̅̅
the number-average molecular mass values (𝑀
𝑛 ) and the molecular mass distribution
values (Đm) were assessed by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Figures S5 and S6).
The three mass values obtained correspond to the peak mass values from MALDI-ToF
spectra (Figure S7). Moreover, the Tg values determined by differential scanning
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calorimetry (DSC) are below the ambient temperature for the three PPF oligomers,
indicating a viscous state.
Preparation of low viscosity polymer resins that are able to flow like simple liquids
is an important challenge in Stereolithography (SLA) and continuous Digital Light
Processing (cDLP) photo-crosslink-based 3D printing of PPF and other oligomers. The
viscosity of resins for cDLP printing are generally below 10 Pa·s to avoid the structure
being destroyed as it is extracted with the basement plate from the vat due to capillary
forces as the construct is drawn out of from the cDLP vat once each layer is printed.187, 188
Moreover, low viscosities are necessary to allow a new layer of liquid resin to flow into
the small gap between the bottom surface of the resin tray and the previous photocrosslinked solid layer after it is raised from the basement plate, to maintain print speed
and afford fine structures within the printed product.158, 193
Three PPF oligomers were used for the preparation of six resin formulations of
PPF:DEF to investigate their complex viscosity (η*) as functions of number-average
̅̅̅̅
molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF, PPF to diethyl fumarate (DEF) weight ratios (i.e., 1:1 and
3:1), and temperature. The complex viscosity (η*) of each PPF:DEF resin formulation was
measured at four different temperatures (25 °C, 35 °C, 45 °C, and 55 °C) and the zeroshear viscosity (η0) calculated by extrapolation of the complex viscosity to zero angular
frequency from a plot of complex viscosity versus angular frequency (Figure 4.1A). The
̅̅̅̅
zero-shear viscosity data as a function of number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF are
presented in Figure 4.1B.
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Figure 4.1. (A) Complex viscosity (η*) of PPF/DEF solutions (without photoinitiators and
̅̅̅̅
radical scavenger) as a function of temperature and number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛)
of PPF oligomers (1.1 kDa PPF, 1.7 kDa PPF and 2.0 kDa PPF). (B) Zero-shear viscosity
(η0) of PPF:DEF solutions as a function of temperature, PPF to DEF weight ratio and
̅̅̅̅
number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers. (C) Temperature dependence of
zero-shear viscosity (η0) of PPF:DEF solutions (without photoinitiators or radical
scavenger) as a function of PPF to DEF weight ratio for three number-average molecular
̅̅̅̅
masses (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers, following an Arrhenius model.
Influences of various physical parameters were evaluated separately. The zeroshear viscosity values (η0) obtained for the PPF:DEF weight ratio 3:1 (solid symbols in
Figure 4.1B, at each temperature and for each molecular mass, were found to be
systematically higher, about one order of magnitude higher, than values corresponding to
the PPF:DEF weight ratio 1:1 (half solid symbols in Figure 4.1B). This suggests that a
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higher wt.% of PPF led to an increase in complex viscosity when DEF is used as a diluent.
Similarly, an increase in the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF results in an increase in the zero-shear viscosity
(η0) of the PPF:DEF resin. For example, at 25 °C, for the 1:1 PPF:DEF weight ratio, an
increase in the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF from 1.1 kDa to 2.0 kDa resulted in an increase in the η0 from
0.21 to 0.94 Pa·s. This indicates that increasing the PPF chain length will increase the zeroshear viscosity (η0). The increases in η0 are within one order of magnitude for the PPF:DEF
weight ratio 1:1. Temperature also showed a significant influence on the solution viscosity.
For example, in the PPF:DEF weight ratio 3:1, with PPF of ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of 2.0 kDa, increasing the
temperature from 25 °C to 55 °C leads to a decrease in η0 from 88.2 Pa·s to 4.5 Pa·s.
Numerous expressions have been suggested for representing the variation of liquid
viscosity upon temperature through available experimental data, to predict viscosity
values.195, 196 For this purpose, ln η0 plotted versus 1/T (Figure 4.1C) has revealed a linear
behavior, indeed, the temperature dependence of zero-shear viscosity could be linearly
fitted using an Arrhenius model:
ln 𝜂0 =

𝐸𝑎
𝑅

1

(𝑇) + A′

(4.2)

where T is the absolute temperature in degree Kelvin, Ea is the activation energy for flow,
R is the Universal Gas Constant (= 8.3144598(48) J·K−1·mol−1) and A’ is a constant. The
activation energy of each resin composition can be obtained from the slope of
corresponding linear fit in Figure 4.1C. The activation energies of PPF:DEF 1:1 resin group
were in a 44-50 kJ·mol-1 range, which was lower than the values obtained for the PPF:DEF
3:1 resin group, 71-81 kJ·mol-1. Moreover, in each group, the 1.1 kDa PPF led to a lower
activation energy, than 1.7 kDa and 2.0 kDa PPF, even if the gaps are narrow. From the
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kinetic theory of ﬂuids, it is known that the activation energy of viscous ﬂuid flow is equal
to the work to be done to transfer components of the ﬂuid, here PPF and DEF, depend on
their intermolecular-interaction energy.197 The differences in activation energy can be
explained by differences in the mobility of the polymer chains within DEF. A linear fit of
zero-shear viscosities of PPF:DEF solutions makes it possible to predict the solution
viscosity at a designated temperature when 3D printing by µSLA or DLP. In short, to
decrease PPF viscosity to the suitable range for 3D printing, three main strategies available
are: decreasing the molecular mass ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF, decreasing wt.% of PPF in PPF:DEF resin
formulation, and/or increasing the temperature of the resin during the 3D printing process.
For cure tests and 3D printing of PPF:DEF resins at ambient temperature, a
PPF:DEF weight ratio 1:1 was chosen for an initial study as this ratio yields an intermediate
viscosity (0.21-0.94 Pa·s) and has been reported previously for 3D printing.41 Cure tests
were performed to study the relationship between exposure duration, the UV light intensity
during that exposure, and the resulting layer thickness from the three PPF oligomer resins
at ambient temperature (24 ± 2 °C) to determine the most appropriate layer thickness for
the 3D printing of tensile bars. As shown in Figure 4.2, increasing the curing time from 45
s to 180 s led to a significant increase in the measured thickness of cured PPF:DEF films
from about 0.1 mm to about 0.3 mm, indicating the lowest curing time necessary for curing
of a layer of predetermined thickness. For example, the layer thickness choice of the 45 s
per layer UV exposure time should be less than 0.1 mm to maintain effective binding
between cured layers. As expected layer thickness can be controlled by adjusting the
exposure time of each layer.198 However, the high molecular mass distribution of PPF
synthesized by the traditional step growth method, it has previously been difficult to
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impossible to determine a relationship between molecular mass and layer thickness when
all other resin additives are held constant.

Figure 4.2. Film thickness of cured PPF:DEF resins as a function of cure time and number2
̅̅̅̅
average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers, UV intensity at 225 mW/dm . *p < 0.05,
one-way ANOVA test with Tukey method.
Given the photoinitiator concentrations used, the films obtained after a UV
irradiation time below 90 s have a gel consistency, so for an efficient photo-crosslinking
within and between the layers, we used a 120 s UV exposure time for each layer for 3D
printing of tensile bars with a 50 μm/layer thickness. Figure 4.3A shows a schematic
representation of the Computer Aided Design (CAD) model used for the tensile bars. From
Figure 4.3B, the tensile bars at 40 % scale of ASTM D638 type V model have length overall
(LO) close to the diameter of a United States quarter. After 3D printing of tensile bars in
each of the three ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 groups, the dimensions of each tensile bar were measured with a
digital caliper before tensile testing to compare the difference in dimension between the
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final tensile bars and the CAD design. As shown in Figure 4.3C, the LO values ( ) of the
three groups are larger only by 0.8 %, 0.6 % and 0.2 % of the LO value of design.

Figure 4.3. A) Dimensional parameters in CAD. B) 3D printed tensile bars, layer thickness
50 μm, 40 % scale of ASTM D638 type V. C) External dimension information of 3D printed
tensile bars for tensile test, with 50 % scale of ASTM D638 type V in CAD. (LO, length
overall; WO, width overall; and T, thickness).
A similar trend can be found for the width overall (WO) values ( ), and LO ( )
values, both of which show small variances for all three resins (i.e., none are significantly
different from Levene’s test [squared deviations], indicating high accuracy of the 3D
printing). Moreover, the minor existing errors between the CAD design and the materials
obtained can be predicted and compensated. The thickness values ( ) of three resin groups
are smaller than that in CAD design, which suggests that shrinkage occurred during 3D
printing. This is expected because of the phase change of this material during photocrosslinking and can be fixed by adjusting the printing parameters during printer set-up.199,
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200

Overall, the 2.0 kDa PPF group showed the the least precise 3D printing. A possible

reason for this decrease in printing stability is the higher ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 , which facilitates more
crosslinking also facilitates more variation in shrinkage. However, overall, none of the
groups showed an unexpected level of fidelity to the CAD file given the expected amount
of shrinkage.

Figure 4.4. Normalized FTIR spectra showing the alkene C=C and carbonyl C=O stretches
before and after 3D printing of PPF:DEF resins, using 1.1 kDa PPF (A), 1.7 kDa PPF (B),
and 2.0 kDa PPF (C). Liquid resin denotes the resin before photo-crosslinking. (D)
Calculated average residue of C=C to C=O groups in the 3D printed tensile bars. *p < 0.05,
one-way ANOVA test with Tukey method.
To evaluate the double bond conversion after 3D printing, various tensile bars were
characterized by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Figure 4.4A, B and C
shows the normalized IR stretches of ester carbonyl C=O bond (stretching at 1670-1770
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cm-1) and alkene C=C bond (stretching at 1625-1665 cm-1) before and after 3D printing,
part cleaning, and post-curing exposure (with 20 min post-printing full spectrum UV curing)
by an OriginProTM 2017 software. Comparison of the red curve (before 3D printing) with
blue, yellow and green curves (after UV exposure) in Figure 4.4A showed a significant
decrease of the peak intensity of C=C stretching, revealing a decrease in number of C=C
in this PPF:DEF mixture. The C=O stretching pattern became wider after photocrosslinking, which corresponded to crosslinking throughout the resin at the unsaturated
sites. Similar trends have been observed in the 1.7 kDa group and 2.0 kDa group as shown
in Figure 4.4B and C. This demonstrated that the PPF oligomer chains and DEF solvent,
acting as a co-crosslinker and as crosslinkable monomer (i.e., a precursor of PPF),
underwent photo-crosslinking during the 3D printing process. The ratio of area under the
peak for C=C to C=O in Figure 4.4A, B and C were calculated and listed in Figure 4.4D.
The 2.0 kDa group had the most C=C residue after 3D printing, while the 1.1 kDa group
and 1.7 kDa group had relatively similar C=C residue. This semi-quantitative result from
FTIR analyses demonstrated a lower photo-crosslinking for the higher ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 that correlates
with poor printing repeatability in terms of dimensions.
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Figure 4.5. Swelling degree results of 3D printed tensile bars and one layer cured resin as
̅̅̅̅
a function of number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers. Green tensile bar
corresponds to swelling tests performed directly after 3D printing, final tensile bar
corresponds to swelling tests performed after post-curing 20 min, and one layer means the
swelling test was performed after 120 s UV curing process in the 3D printer. *p < 0.01,
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.01, one-way ANOVA test with Tukey method.
The properties of 3D printed tensile bars were then studied in terms of swelling
behavior and tensile tests. The degree of swelling of one layer, green tensile bars (“green”
means test was performed directly after 3D printing, without post-curing) and final tensile
bars (“final” means test was performed after the completion of 20 min full spectrum UV
post-curing) are listed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6. (A, B and C) Engineering stress-strain curves of 3D printed PPF:DEF tensile
̅̅̅̅
bars as a function of number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers from tensile
testing with a strain rate = 0.1 mm/(mm·min). (D, E and F) Pictures of tensile bars after
̅̅̅̅
break from tensile test as a function of number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF
oligomers, 1.1 kDa PPF, 1.7 kDa PPF and 2.0 kDa PPF, respectively.
For the 1.1 kDa PPF resin group, the data show that as the total UV exposure time
increased, from green tensile bar to final, post-cured, tensile bar, the extent of swelling
decreased. Thus, the final tensile bar groups had less swelling, for all the three ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 studied.
The longer UV exposure time led to an increased degree of crosslinking and a tighter
network in the tensile bar preventing solvent uptake. The post-cured tensile bars each
swelled less than 10 %, however, the 2.0 kDa final tensile bars had a significant larger
swelling ratio (0.091±0.004) than the 1.1 kDa and 1.7 kDa final tensile bars, driven by a
lower crosslink density, as demonstrated above. Moreover, because the one-layer part had
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a higher surface area to volume ratio than the two types of tensile bars, this has allowed it
to swell more readily. Consequently, the degree of swelling of 3D printed PPF-based
biomaterials can be attributed to both part thickness, UV exposure time and network
structure.
Mechanical properties of the various PEF:DEF tensile bars were assessed by tensile
mechanical testing. The engineering tensile stress-strain curves of three resin groups are
shown in Figure 4.6. All specimens had ultimate strength above 15 MPa and strain in the
15%-25% range. No significant yield behavior was observed in each specimen.

Figure 4.7. Mechanical properties from tensile tests of 3D printed PPF:DEF materials as a
̅̅̅̅
function of number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of PPF oligomers. (A) tensile strength
(stress at failure carried by the specimen during tensile tests), (B) elastic modulus from
slope of linear fitting of the engineering stress-strain data in strain range from 0 % to 0.1 %
and (C) elongation at break of tensile bars.
The strength, elastic moduli, and elongations at break are shown in Figure 4.7A, B
and C respectively. Even if a trend seemed to show a decrease of strength and an increase
of elongation break as ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 increased, statistical analysis from one-way ANOVA test with
Tukey method, at p<0.05 level, showed the means of tensile mechanical properties
(strength, and elongation at break) of 3 resin groups are not significantly different.
Moreover, from Figure 4.7B, the average elastic modulus in 1.1 kDa, 1.7 kDa and 2.0 kDa
groups were 199 ± 8 MPa, 178 ± 38 MPa and 185 ± 16 MPa, respectively.
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This indicates that under the same printing conditions, ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF oligomers in the
range of 1.1 kDa to 2 kDa did not significantly influence tensile mechanical properties of
tensile bars printed from a DLP 3D printer. In addition, mechanical properties of our
materials are close to those human trabecular bone (i.e., strength ranged between 2 and 45
MPa)120, 201-203 which suggests that they have a good ability to promote the formation of
osteoblasts. Indeed, numerous studies have reported that mechanical properties are among
the parameters influencing cell proliferation, migration, and differentiation.204,

205

Typically, a functional material should mimic the mechanical properties of the target tissue.
Moreover, because previous studies demonstrated that PPF shows various degradation
rates depending on its molecular mass,35 our results highlight a real advantage: the retention
of mechanical properties adapted to trabecular bone reconstruction while tuning
biodegradability via molecular mass modification.

4.5 Conclusions

In summary, we studied several parameters influencing the cDLP 3D printing of
low molecular mass distribution (Đm<1.6) poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) oligomers and
the tensile properties of the materials obtained. For three PPF with number-average
̅̅̅̅
molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) ranged from 1.1 kDa to 2.0 kDa, the complex viscosity of PPF based
resin was found following an Arrhenius model, and this benchmark model makes it
possible to precisely and proficiently predict the resin viscosity at a designated temperature
(between 25-55 °C) using Arrhenius equation. Complex viscosity increased significantly
with increase in either PPF molecular mass or the amount of PPF with respect to solvent.
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Resin viscosity can be maintained in the 3D printable range by decreasing ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF,
and/or increasing temperature and/or increasing loading of diethyl fumarate (DEF) used
both as solvent and co-crosslinker. These observations confirm the importance of low
viscosity, both to promote flow during 3D printing (i.e., between printing of each layer),
but also to ensure full mixing of resin additives (i.e., photoinitiators, radical scavenger, and
co-crosslinking species). 3D printed tensile bars with three ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF oligomers
demonstrated good printing accuracy, despite expected shrinkage, as no significant
difference was found dimensionally. Moreover, the chain length did not significantly
influence the tensile properties of the final 3D printed tensile bars in the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 range studied,
and tensile properties of these 3D printed tensile bars showed that elastic moduli (from
178±38 MPa to 199±8 MPa) of these specimens were within range of human trabecular
bone. These results further confirm how PPF constitutes a polymer of interest for designing
scaffolds for bone regeneration by DLP 3D printing since providing suitable mechanical
properties in a ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 range leading to various degradation rates. In vivo degradation and tissue
regeneration studies of PPF oligomers synthesized from ROCOP method are ongoing to
evaluate the translational potential of this material.
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CHAPTER V

STAR-SHAPED POLY(PROPYLENE FUMARATE), TOWARD A DRASTIC
VISCOSITY DECREASE OF PRINTABLE RESIN AND FAST 3D PRINTING OF
SHAPE-MEMORY GYROID SCAFFOLDS

Some of this work has been previously published as

Gaëlle Le Fer, Yuanyuan Luo and Matthew L. Becker

Polymer Chemistry, 2019, doi: 10.1039/C9PY00738E
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5.1 Abstract

Nowadays, additive manufacturing is changing tissue engineering by offering
pathways to otherwise unattainable highly complex scaffold morphologies. Linear
oligomer poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) has already shown remarkable properties for 3D
printing of porous gyroid scaffolds using continuous digital light processing (cDLP).
̅̅̅̅
Nevertheless, the narrow molar mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) range with suitable viscosity properties for
printing severely limits the printing speed, the breadth of mechanical properties, and the
resorption window of the scaffolds. To overcome this constraint, we report the divergent
synthesis of four‐arm PPF using sugar-based alcohol meso-erythritol as initiator. Using a
combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy, size exclusion chromatography (SEC), and
viscosity measurements, the well-defined star-shape was confirmed. Subsequently,
printable resins based on star PPF were prepared and showed complex viscosity decreasing
as the total ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 increases, allowing rapid printing of PPF with ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 nearly eight times larger
than the largest PPF oligomer previously printed. High porosity gyroid scaffolds were
manufactured with two different star-PPF molar masses and one linear oligomer of 1.6 kDa
for comparison, and four architecture styles opening previously unexplored shape memory
properties of PPF-based scaffolds.

5.2 Introduction

Progress in additive manufacturing, also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing,
has the potential to revolutionize the way surgeons address complicated reconstructive
efforts in many surgical specialties. Digital light processing (DLP), also referred to
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dynamic mask photolithography, is a 3D printing technique based on the selective
crosslinking of a photo-sensitive resin in a layer-by-layer process using a UV and/or visible
light projector. This method affords high resolution control over cell scaffold features such
as porosity, strut size and pore size and overall scaffold shape, offering significant
advantages to regenerative medicine, including reproducibility or fabrication of patient
specific templates.170, 206 The architecture of the scaffold is of paramount importance since
will directly impact its mechanical strength, degradation characteristics, and capacity to
guide new tissues into the defect.
Tissue engineering, especially for the treatment of large bone defects could really
be improved by the development of new resorbable 3D printed materials able to supply
attractive alternatives to the autografts, allografts, ceramics, and metals that are currently
used in clinical settings. Polymers are attractive materials for tissue engineering scaffolds
because they may be chosen and tailored to satisfy specific requirements such as
biodegradability, biocompatibility, functionality or mechanical properties.26,

207, 208

Polyester has been extensively used in regenerative medicine partly because they exhibit
various biodegradability rate.209-211 Consequently, their use in tissue engineering has grown
steadily over the past decade.118, 212, 213 Saturated polyesters such as poly(ε-caprolactone)
(PCL), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA) or vinyl polyester214, 215 have been utilized in applications including suture,216, 217
drug delivery systems,218-221 imaging systems combining biomaterials and contrast
agents,222-224 and scaffolds for tissue engineering.225, 226 Nevertheless, the lack of reactive
groups along the backbone limits their post-polymerization and post-printing
functionalization and their applicability for stereolithography (SLA).
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Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF), an unsaturated polyester, used in a number of
medical applications, such as controlled drug release,180, 181 and tissue engineering 83, 85, 87,
88, 96, 113, 183-186

has already shown remarkable properties in the fabrication of medical

devices and 3D tissue scaffolds using SLA methods, such as cDLP.20, 41, 107, 179, 227 The
chains can be photo-crosslinked through the alkenes to produce reliable, high-fidelity solidcured polymer scaffolds with complex geometric designs.35, 228 PPF presents numerous
benefits including its resorption timescale, within a window identified to more closely
match new tissue growth than PLA or PCL. PPF degrades via hydrolysis of the ester bonds
into a Krebs-cycle constituent (fumaric acid) and propylene glycol, two non-toxic products
that are cleared by normal metabolic processes.147, 177, 229 PPF was synthesized for the first
time in 1994 by Mikos and co-workers178 via step-growth polycondensation of diethyl
fumarate (DEF) and propylene glycol. However, this synthetic method is difficult to
̅̅̅̅
control at low molar mass (𝑀
𝑛 ), and results in broad molar mass distribution (Đm), poor
end-group fidelity, all of which influence the properties of the final material. The ringopening copolymerization (ROCOP) of maleic anhydride (MA) and propylene oxide (PO)
in the presence of a cobalt catalyst was then introduced by Coates and co-workers90 to yield
well-defined poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) that could be converted to PPF upon
isomerization. More recently, our group avoided the toxicity of cobalt by using magnesium
ethoxide catalyst41 and then developed PPF with high end-group fidelity thanks to
magnesium 2,6-di-tert-butyl phenoxide (Mg(BHT)2(THF)2) catalyst and functionalized
primary alcohol initiator.36 This result provided a route to expand the diversity of PPFbased

copolymers

such

as

poly(lactone)-block-polypropylene
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fumarate)230

or

poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene fumarate) (PEG-b-PPM)182 via sequential
ROP/ROCOP method and PEG macroinitiator, respectively.
However, opposing forces govern the polymer resin properties required for cDLP
3D printing and ensuring the resulting scaffolds possess the optimal biological and
mechanical properties. Low viscosities, typically between 0.25 Pa·s and 10 Pa·s231-233 are
required for rapid printing to accommodate a new layer of liquid resin to flow into the small
gap between the bottom surface of the resin tray and the previous cured solid layer
supported by the platform and to maintain dispersion of resin additives.167, 175, 188, 189 The
viscosity of pure linear PPF (e.g.,for a ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 = 1.5 kDa, Đm = 1.7 PPF oligomer, the zeroshear viscosity at 40 °C is 2370 Pa·s)137 has required a fifty wt.% dilution in the light
reactive diluent diethyl fumarate (DEF) to avoid print failures and long curing time and
allow layer thickness control.145, 158 Because the viscosity of linear PPF is closely related
to its degree of polymerization,96, 234 the use of short PPF oligomers in a 0.7-3.5 kDa molar
mass range is usually required, which limits the exploration of mechanical properties of
the materials obtained.
Branched polymers such as star polymers, cyclic polymer, dendrimers, and
hyperbranched polymers process distinctive rheological and mechanical properties. In
comparison with conventional linear polymers, they generally provide smaller
hydrodynamic volume and consequently lower solution viscosity and less entanglement in
bulk.235 For these reasons, we synthesized four‐arm poly(propylene fumarate) through a
core-ﬁrst approach using meso-erythritol, a sugar-based alcohol, as an initiator with total
DPs in a 20-200 range corresponding to molar masses between 3.2 and 31.2 kDa and
narrow, monomodal molar mass distributions (Đm = 1.28-1.48). These star-shape PPF were
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used to prepare PPF:DEF resins with different weight ratios (50:50 wt%, 60:40 wt% and
70:30 wt%) to assess the influence of the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF on solution viscosity properties.
Furthermore, we sought to determine the structure-property relationship between the resin
formulation, the gyroid scaffold pore architecture and characteristics such as mechanical
integrity by printing materials with constant porosity and four different struts sizes. Finally,
we found that gyroid scaffolds printed with four-arm PPF with a DP of 200 exhibited
tunable shape-memory properties.

5.3 Experimental Section

5.3.1 Materials and methods

5.3.1.1 Chemicals

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). All
solvents were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH, USA) and dried using an
Innovative Technology Inc. (Newburyport, MA, USA) Pure Solv MD-3 solvent
purification system. Mg(BHT)2(THF)2 was synthesized as reported previously.236 Mesoerythritol was dried by azeotropic distillation before use. Maleic anhydride was dried under
vacuum over P2O5 for one week. Propylene oxide was dried over calcium hydride
overnight prior to vacuum distillation. All other reagents were used as received.
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5.3.1.2 Characterization techniques

Proton (1H) NMR experiments were performed in DMSO-d6 or CDCl3 at 25 °C
using a Varian (Palo Alto, CA, USA) Mercury NMRS 500 spectrometer. All chemical
shifts were recorded in parts per million (ppm) relative to the reference peak solvent:
DMSO at δ = 2.50 ppm and chloroform at δ = 7.26 ppm. The relative number-average
̅̅̅̅
molar masses (𝑀
𝑛 ) and the molar mass ditributions (Đm) of copolymers were determined
by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) on a Tosoh (Grove City, OH, USA) EcoSEC
HLC-8320GPC with TSKgel GMHHR-M columns in series. The detector used in this
determination was a refractive index detector (RI). Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used as
eluent flowing at 1.0 mL·min-1. The sample concentration was 10 mg·mL-1. Relative ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛
were calculated using a calibration curve determined from NIST-traceable polystyrene
standards.
To confirm the arm number of star PPM, the intrinsic viscosities of star-shaped
PPM with a degree of polymerization (DP) of 40 were measured in THF using an
Ubbelohde viscometer at 35 °C. Each sample solution was prepared in THF and then
diluted directly by adding a known volume in the viscometer. The flow time was recorded
at each concentration (n=3). The ratios (g′) of intrinsic viscosities of the star-shaped PPF
to that of linear PPF bearing similar number-average molar mass were experimentally
estimated in accordance with Equation 5.1:
g′ = [η]star/[η]linear

Equation 5.1

where [η]star and [η]linear are the intrinsic viscosities of star PPF and linear PPF respectively.
For a star-shaped polymer with perfect arm structures, there is a strong relationship of g1/2
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= g′ or g1/2/g′ = 1.0 as proposed by Zimm and Kilb.237 The parameter (g) was defined as
the ratio of mean-square radius of gyration (Rg) of a star-shaped polymer to that of a linear
counterpart with similar ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 , and could be calculated according to Equation 5.2,238 where
the parameter f is the number of arms of the star-shaped polymer.
g = 6f / [(f+1)·(f+2)]

Equation 5.2

Complex viscosity (η*) of PPF:DEF resins was obtained by using an ARES-G2
rheometer from TA instrument (New Castle, DE, USA) using 50 mm diameter parallel
plates with a geometry gap of 0.4 mm. Measurements were performed at 25 °C, at 8 %
strain and at frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz (0.6 to 628.3 rad·s-1). Oscillatory
shear measurements were done in the linear response regime.
The scaffolds were imaged using an Olympus Stereoscope (Center Valley, PA,
USA) to depict the gyroid architecture features in greater detail. The structure properties
of these gyroid scaffolds were also thoroughly characterized nondestructively using X-ray
micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) Skyscan 1172 (Bruker; Billerica, MA, USA). 3D
scanning of scaffolds was carried out using the following parameters: 40 kV voltage,
medium camera (pixel size = 8.73 μm), no filter, 238 ms camera exposure preset time and
7.0 μm resolution.
The mechanical properties of the gyroid scaffolds were studied by compression
tests using an Instron 5566 Universal Testing Machine (Norwood, MA, USA). Force and
displacement were zeroed prior to compression, with the top plate slightly above the
surface of the sample. Samples were compressed at a constant crosshead velocity of 0.5
mm·min-1 at room temperature while stress and strain were monitored throughout the
experiment. The compressive moduli were calculated using the slope of linear fitting in the
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linear regime. The reported results are average values from five individual measurements
and the associated errors are the standard deviations.
The recovery of the scaffolds after compression was evaluated by measuring their
thickness over time with a digital caliper at room temperature and at 40 °C. The actual
height/initial height ratio versus recovery time was then plotted. Each point is a duplicate
and the associated errors are the standard deviations.

5.3.2 Procedures

5.3.2.1 Synthesis of star-shaped poly(propylene maleate) (PPM)

Four-arm star-shaped poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) copolymers were
synthesized by ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) of maleic anhydride (MAn) and
propylene oxide (PO) using meso-erythritol as an initiator. Various [monomers]/[initiator]
molar ratios were used to obtain copolymers with different PPM arm lengths and
consequently various total degrees of polymerization (DPs). For instance, four-arm star
PPM with a target total degree of polymerization (DP) 40, was prepared as follows: in a
glovebox, meso-erythritol (112.12 g·mol-1, 124.5 mg, 1.02 mmol), Mg(BHT)2(THF)2
(604.95 g·mol-1, 123.4 mg, 2.04×10-1 mmol), anhydrous toluene (10.2 mL), MAn (98.06
g·mol-1, 4.0 g, 40.8 mmol) and PO (58.08 g·mol-1, 2.85 mL, 40.8 mmol) were introduced,
in this order, in a flame-dried Schlenk tube. The Schlenk tube was sealed with PTFE plug
and removed from the glovebox. The solution was stirred at 80 °C for 48 h (typically until
the PPM precipitated in the bottom of the Schlenk and the supernatant looked clear). The
resultant copolymer was recovered by precipitation in diethyl ether and then dried under
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vacuum to afford a highly viscous oil. Yield: 78 %. Influence of the total monomer
concentration (1 M, 2 M, 4 M, 8 M and 14 M) on the monomer conversion was investigated
by performing syntheses of star PPM with meso-erythritol as an initiator and total target
DPs of 20, 40, 80, 120 and 200. Moreover, influence of the total monomer concentration
on the copolymerization process was investigated by performing kinetic studies at 2 M, 4
M and 8 M, with meso-erythritol as an initiator and total target DP at 40. The initial mixture
was split in several vials, immersed in a preheated bath at 80 °C (corresponding to the time
zero of the reaction), copolymerizations were conducted under stirring and stopped by
quenching to ambient temperature and adding an excess of chloroform. The monomer
conversions were determined by 1H NMR in CDCl3 of crude samples from reactional
volumes. For comparison, kinetics of linear PPM was performed using propargyl alcohol
as a monofunctional initiator with a monomer concentration of 8 M and target total DPs at
10 and 40.

5.3.2.2 Isomerization of PPM.

The copolymer was dissolved in chloroform at a concentration of 0.5 mol·L-1 of
MAn residues and diethylamine (DEA) was added to reach 0.15 eq/MAn residue. As an
example, four-arm star PPM with target total DP at 40 were isomerized in the
corresponding four-arm star PPF as follows: star-shaped PPM (4.8 g, 7.62 × 10-1 mmol,
30.5 mmol of olefin) was dissolved into chloroform (61 mL, 0.5 mol·L-1 of olefin), DEA
(0.47 mL, 0.15 mol. eq. olefin) was added and the solution was heated under reflux for 24
h under a nitrogen atmosphere. After cooling to room temperature, the organic solution
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was washed with 1 M sodium phosphate solution (250 mL, pH = 6) and the copolymer was
recovered after evaporation of the chloroform. Yield: 95 %.

5.3.2.3 Resin preparation.

Polymeric resins were prepared by mixing star-shaped PPF with diethyl fumarate
(DEF), which acts as both solvent and crosslinking agent. Various PPF:DEF weigh ratios
were investigated, i.e., 70:30, 60:40 and 50:50 wt%. PPF and DEF were carefully
introduced in the flask and mixtures were maintained at 45 °C overnight under stirring to
insure adequate mixing. In order to print 3D scaﬀolds, two photoinitiators, phenylbis(2,4,6trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (BAPO) and Irgacure 784, and a radical scavenger
oxybenzone (HMB) were added to the PPF:DEF solutions at 3 %, 0.4 % and 0.7 % by
weight, respectively and mixed evenly throughout the resin, following a previously
reported protocol.41, 96

5.3.2.4 Gyroid scaffold design.

Each scaffold was cylindrical with a prescribed diameter of 6 mm and height of 4
mm. Schoen’s gyroid triply periodic minimal surface36, 239 was used as the geometric
foundation for the pore architecture allowing full control over the porosity and strut sizes.
In this work, four different architectures were investigated with constant pore geometry
and porosity (88.2 %) but varying the strut size from 140 to 280 μm and consequently the
pore size from 489 to 979 μm. The gyroid parameters and the dimensions are given in Table
5.1.
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Table 5.1. Pore design parameters of gyroid scaffolds.
Architecture
Porosity (%)
Strut size (μm)

Pore size (μm)

CAD model 1

88.2

140

489

CAD model 2

88.2

200

699

CAD model 3

88.2

240

838

CAD model 4

88.2

280

978

Although cylindrical structures were used in this work, additive manufacture,
especially digital light processing (DLP), allows this same design methodology to be
applied to arbitrarily shaped objects. Thus, anatomically matched implants designed
directly from patient computed tomography-data can be fabricated.

5.3.2.5 3D printing of gyroid scaffolds.

Gyroid scaffolds were printed from liquid resins with an EnvisionTEC (Dearborn,
MI, USA) Micro HR 279 printer using a 405 nm LED UV light projector with an irradiance
of 225 mW·dm-2 and the CAD models were sliced digitally into layers using the Perfactory
software suite prior to manufacturing. The Perfactory P3 is an inverted system that projects
upward through a transparent glass plate into a reservoir containing the resin. After each
projection, the build platform moves vertically upward to allow resin inflow for the next
layer. Prior to scaffold printing, cure tests of PPF-based resins were performed to determine
the optimal printed layer thickness and UV exposure time depending on the resin
formulation. About 20 mg of resin were placed in the middle of the resin tray and after
irradiation with UV for varying time durations (i.e., 60, 120, 180 and 240 s), the uncured
liquid resin was gently removed by tissue paper. The resulting film was peeled off the resin
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tray with a razor blade and the thickness of the cured film was measured by a digital caliper
(Marathon, Ontario, CA) with 10 μm precision. Following these cure tests and printing
tests, the layer thickness was fixed to 25 μm and projection time ranged from 60 s to 225 s
depending on the PPF molar mass. After printing, scaffolds were immediately rinsed with
acetone, 70 % ethanol (v/v), and distilled water for 15 s each. Finally, the “green” scaffolds
were post-cured in a full spectrum UV irradiation chamber for 45 min or 90 min. The
scaffold diameters and heights were measured with a digital caliper to quantify the
shrinkage.

5.4 Results and discussion

The synthesis of four-arm star polypropylene maleate (PPM) was performed
through a core-first approach using meso-erythritol as multifunctional initiator possessing
four hydroxyl initiating functionalities and Mg(BHT)2(THF)2 as catalyst for the ringopening copolymerization (ROCOP) of maleic anhydride (MAn) with propylene oxide
(PO) (as represented in Scheme 5.1). Various total monomer concentrations were
investigated for their influence on the copolymerization and with the aim of obtaining
defined star-shaped copolymer with low viscosity adapted for 3D printing application.
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Scheme 5.1. Synthesis of star-shaped poly(propylene maleate) (PPM) polymers and
subsequent isomerization into star-shaped poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF).

Initial copolymerization conditions employed a 1:1 molar ratio of MAn:PO, total
monomer concentrations of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 14 M, and amounts of meso-erythritol targeting
degrees of polymerization (DPs) of 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 units for each arm corresponding
to total target DPs 20, 40, 80, 120 and 200 respectively. The chemical structures of mesoerythritol used as initiator (Figure 5.1A) and of poly(propylene maleate) (PPM)
copolymers obtained were investigated by 1H NMR spectroscopic analyses (Figure 5.1B).
The star structure of copolymers was attested by the downfield shift of the signals 1, and
2’ from the initiator (from 3.35 to 5.44 ppm and from 3.35 and 3.50 ppm to about 4.50 ppm
respectively). The ratio of MAn and PO incorporated into the polymer backbone remained
roughly equimolar, moreover, the absence of signal corresponding to the methylene
protons observed from the homopolymerization of PO (δ = 3.3-3.5 ppm) confirmed the
alternating copolymerization process. The DP values and the corresponding molar masses
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were calculated using ratio of the proton integration from the core 1 and integration of 2
1

H and the signal integration of 3 attributed to the olefin protons of MAn repetitive units.

Figure 5.1. (A) 1H NMR spectrum of meso-erythritol (500 MHz, 303 K, DMSO-d6) and
(B) 1H NMR spectrum of four-arm star-shaped PPM DP 40 with a meso-erythritol core
(500 MHz, 303 K, CDCl3).
The obtained DPs were plotted versus the monomer concentration for each of the
target DP (Figure 5.2A). The resulting plot revealed a strong concentration dependence of
the DP obtained. Higher target DP generally required higher monomer concentration. As
an example, while the total target DP of 20 was reached from a 2 M concentration, a 14 M
concentration was necessary to obtain full monomer conversation leading to a total DP of
200 (4×50).
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Figure 5.2. (A) Evolution of total DP of four-arm shaped PPM as a function of monomer
concentration. (B) Kinetic plot for the copolymerization of maleic anhydride and propylene
oxide for star-shaped PPM target DP40 (total monomer concentration 2 M, 4 M and 8 M),
and linear PPM target DPs 10 and 40 (total initial monomer concentration = 8 M),
conducted at 80 °C in toluene with [OH]0:[Cat.]0 = 1:0.05. (C) Changes in number-average
1
̅̅̅̅
molar mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) over increasing MAn conversion determined by H NMR (500 MHz, 303
K, CDCl3).
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For a better understanding of the influence of the concentration during the
copolymerization process, kinetic studies were performed at various concentrations (2 M,
4 M, 8 M) at target DP 40 using meso-erythritol as an initiator. For comparison, kinetic
studies at 8 M were also conducted during the synthesis of linear PPM oligomers DP10
and DP40, corresponding to the DP of one arm or the total DP within the star structure. For
this purpose, the ln([M0]/[Mt]) values and the MAn conversion were monitored via 1H
NMR of the crude reaction mixture by comparing the monomer proton resonance (δ = 7.01
ppm) to the corresponding polymer proton resonance (δ = 6.27 ppm). The monomer
conversion of PO was not characterized because of the low vapor pressure and boiling
point of the PO leading to unreliable integrations assessed by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Figure 5.2B and Figure 5.2C show respectively the evolution of the ln([M0]/[Mt]) values
̅̅̅̅
with time and the evolution of number-average molar mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) with the MAn conversion.
For the star PPM synthesis, at 8 M (blue diamonds), the kinetic plot of ln([M]0/[M]t) against
time revealed a linear relationship, which demonstrated a pseudo-first‐order kinetics and
thus suggested a living polymerization mechanism with a maintained number of active
chains overtime and no termination side reactions. However, for copolymerizations
performed at 2 M and 4 M (pink and green triangles respectively), the slowdown of the
polymerization rate followed by a plateau, characteristic of an early termination of the
polymerization, was observed, demonstrating a loss of the living characteristics. The
ROCOP of MAn with PO at 8 M to afford linear PPM followed pseudo-first-orderkinetics240, as well for DP10 (red circles) and DP40 (black squares). From the slopes of
these linear kinetic plots, the propagation rate constants kp’ for the star PPM, and the linear
PPM DP40 and DP10 respectively were calculated and found to be 2.30×10-2 L·mol-1·s-1,
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3.84×10-3 L·mol-1·s-1 and 2.88×10-3 L·mol-1·s-1. The synthesis of the star shape PPM DP40
is therefore eight times faster than the linear PPM DP40 and six times faster than the linear
DP10. The ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 value obtained by 1H NMR was plotted against MAn conversion. The plot
obtained showed that ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 increased linearly with conversion and no transfer reactions
occurred during the copolymerization except at 2 M and 4 M.
Table 5.2. Synthetic conditions and characterization of star-shaped poly(propylene
maleate) (PPM).
Target

[Monomer]

DP

MAn

[MAn]:[I]:[Cat]a
DP

(M)

̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛

̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛

NMRb

SECc

(kDa)

(kDa)

Đm

b

conversion

NMRb

SECc

20
20:1:0.2

4

99

21

3.4

1.8

1.45

40:1:0.2

8

95

40

6.3

3.2

1.40

80:1:0.2

8

99

82

12.9

3.2

1.48

120:1:0.2

12

92

120

18.8

1.9

1.35

200:1:0.2

14

96

198

31.0

3.5

1.29

(4 × 5)
40
(4 × 10)
80
(4 × 20)
120
(4 × 30)
200
(4 × 50)
a

[I] = 4[OH] for meso-erythritol, [MAn]=[PO]
H NMR in CDCl3
c
SEC in THF, RI detector, PS standard
b1

These studies determined the optimal concentration conditions for the synthesis of
four-arm star PPM with various DPs, from 20 to 200. The synthesis conditions and the
molecular characteristics obtained by 1H NMR and size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
in tetrahydrofuran (THF) are summarized in the Table 5.2. A strong correlation between
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expected DPs and DPs determined from 1H NMR was observed. As reported previously
for star polymers, the SEC profiles of four-arm PPM (Figure S8-S12) showed monomodal
peaks shifted to earlier elution times compared with the corresponding linear polymer, due
to their smaller hydrodynamic volume, inherent to the star architectures. Consequently, the
apparent ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 values are lower than the actual values. The molar mass distributions (Đm)
were between 1.28-1.48, corresponding to the Đm range reported for the PPM synthesis by
ROCOP of MAn with PO.107

Figure 5.3. (A) 1H NMR spectrum of four-arm star-shaped PPM DP 40 and (B) 1H NMR
spectrum of four-arm star-shaped PPF DP 40 with a meso-erythritol core (500 MHz, 303
K, CDCl3).

To confirm the arm number of star PPM, the intrinsic viscosities of star PPM DP40
and linear PPM DP40 were measured in THF. The values were obtained by plotting the
reduced viscosity (ηred = ηsp/C) and the inherent viscosity (ηinh = ln(ηr/C) with the
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concentration and found to be [η]star = 6.4×10-3 L·g-1 and [η]linear = 7.4×10-3 L·g-1 (Figure
S13). The ratios g′ = [η]star/[η]linear was equal to 0.86, the value g = 6f / [(f+1)(f+2)] for f =
4 (arms) was 0.8, and consequently g1/2 = 0.89. The relationship g1/2/g′ = 1.03 ≈ 1.0
confirmed the number of arms is four. Hence, the copolymerization of MAn and PO using
Mg(BHT)2(THF)2 as a catalyst initiates both from primary alcohol and secondary alcohol
sources.
1

H NMR spectra obtained before and after isomerization reaction attested that star

PPM (Figure 5.3A) was successfully isomerized to star PPF (Figure 5.3B) by showing the
disappearance of the proton resonance signal corresponding to cis-alkene protons (δ = 6.3
ppm) and the appearance of the new proton resonance signal corresponding to trans-alkene
protons (δ = 6.7 ppm). All the other 1H NMR spectra are shown in supporting information
(Figure S8-S12).

Figure 5.4. Complex viscosity (η*) of PPF:DEF solutions (without photoinitiators and
radical scavenger) as a function of DP of star PPF (20, 40, 80, 120 and 200).
The complex viscosities (η*) of star PPF resin formulations in diethyl fumarate
(DEF) were then investigated as function of DP and PPF:DEF weight ratio (i.e., 50:50,
60:40 and 70:30). The zero-shear viscosity (η0) calculated by extrapolation of the complex
viscosity to zero angular frequency from a plot of complex viscosity versus angular
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frequency (Figure 5.4).The zero-shear viscosity (η0) as a function of number-average molar
̅̅̅̅
mass (𝑀
𝑛 ) of star PPF are presented in Figure 5.5.
The zero-shear viscosity values (η0) for the PPF:DEF weight ratio 70:30 (black
squares in Figure 5.6), for each DP, were found, as expected, to be systematically higher
than the values obtained for the PPF:DEF weight ratio 60:40 (red circles) which are higher
than that of the PPF:DEF weight ratio 50:50 (blue triangle). Interestingly, the star shape
caused an important and linear decrease of the zero-shear viscosity as the DP increased
from 20 to 120, followed by a slight increase for DP200. On the contrary, for the linear
PPF oligomers, we previously showed that increasing DP leads to a drastic increase of the
zero-shear viscosity,234 which makes it impossible to 3D print resin based on PPF with DP
higher than about 20 and limits the exploration of mechanical properties of the materials
obtained.

Figure 5.5. Zero-shear viscosity (η0) of PPF:DEF solutions as a function of DP of star PPF
for three various PPF:DEF ratios (50:50, 60:40 and 70:30).
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Because of their low viscosity, PPF:DEF (50:50) resins based on the four-arm star
PPF DP40 and DP200 were used for digital light processing (DLP) type 3D printing of
gyroid scaffolds, after addition of photo-initiators and radical scavenger. Linear DP10 PPF
oligomer resin (50:50) was also used for comparison. Cure tests and printing tests were
performed to determine the most appropriate UV exposure time/layer for each formulation.
A 25 μm layer thickness allowed for a better attachment of the gyroid structures on the
basement plate while an increase in DP of PPF used in the formulation led to a significant
decrease of the curing time/layer. For instance, for the linear PPF DP10, a curing time/layer
of 225 s was necessary, whereas such process only took 95 s and 60 s for resins formulated
with star PPF at DP40 and DP200 respectively. Consequently, the total printing duration
of scaffolds with a 4 mm height has been reduced from more than 13 h for the linear DP10
to less than 5.5 h for the star DP200.

Figure 5.6. (A) Pictures of scaffolds based on star PPF DP200 with different strut sizes,
from left to right: 140, 200, 240 and 280 μm. (B) Diameter (left) and height (right) of the
scaffolds depending on their strut size and the PPF used.
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Porous, cylindrical scaffold were printed using CAD files describing gyroid
structures with four different architectures with constant pore geometry and porosity (88.2
%) but varying the strut size (140, 200, 240 and 280 μm) and consequently the pore size
(respectively 489; 699, 838 and 978 μm) (Figure 5.6A). After printing, uncrosslinked
PPF:DEF solution was removed from the scaffolds and the scaffold were post-cured under
UV irradiation for 45 min or 90 min. This step is necessary to ensure a higher crosslinking
ratio and consequently improve the mechanical properties, but the effects of its duration
were not previously investigated. Dimensions (i.e., diameter and height) of these printed
scaffolds were measured with a digital caliper to quantify the shrinkage (Figure 5.6B).
For the three different PPF, the shrinkage phenomenon, induced smaller values than
expected both in diameter and in height. Moreover, the smaller the strut size was, the higher
this discrepancy was observed. A possible reason is that small strut sizes facilitate the
photo-crosslinking and consequently the shrinkage by reducing the chain-to-chain
distance. However, no significant differences were triggered by the PPF nature used except
for scaffolds with a strut size of 140 μm for which star PPF DP200 showed a more
shrinkage in height. In addition, dimensional values obtained after 45 min or 90 min of
post-curing were similar, which suggests that shrinkage occurred during 3D printing. Since
the reproducibility of the shrinkage was observed, highlighted by the reasonable error bars,
the minor disparities between the CAD model and the scaffolds obtained can be predicted
and compensated for.
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Figure 5.7. (A) CAD file was created in Matlab using the Schoen gyroid triply periodic
minimal surface with 200 μm strut size, 699 μm pore size, and 88.2% porosity. (B) Optical
micrographs of the top of the scaffolds obtained from different PPF samples (from left to
right: linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star PPF DP200). (C) μ-CT images of the scaffolds
obtained from different PPF samples (from left to right: linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40,
star PPF DP200).
As the internal pore geometry can directly influence the capacity of a scaffold to
guide neo-tissues, the infusion of vasculature into the defect, cell seeding and/or nutrient
flow for ex vivo culturing, it is also important to characterize the relationship between resin
formulations, printing parameters and scaffold architectures. For this purpose, the scaffolds
were imaged by optical microscope to depict the gyroid architecture features in greater
detail and to determine their actual strut size. The structure of the gyroid scaffolds was also
characterized by X-ray micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) to determine their total
porosity. The corresponding pore sizes were calculated. Figure 5.7 shows the resulting
images for the scaffolds with a strut size of 200 μm with the CAD model used.
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Table 5.3. Characterization summary of the scaffolds obtained by DLP 3D printing.
Strut size (μm)a
Porosity (%)b
Pore size (μm)c
CAD model 1
140
88.2
489

a

Linear PPF DP10

131 (± 11)

85.2

389

Star PPF DP40

142 (± 10)

90.5

575

Star PPF DP200

141 (± 9)

90.8

583

CAD model 2

200

88.2

699

Linear PPF DP10

246 (± 54)

81.2

613

Star PPF DP40

194 (± 13)

88.1

674

Star PPF DP200

196 (± 12)

86.3

616

CAD model 3

240

88.2

838

Linear PPF DP10

242 (± 26)

77.9

532

Star PPF DP40

238 (± 17)

87.3

790

Star PPF DP200

237 (± 11)

88.3

833

CAD model 4

280

88.2

978

Linear PPF DP10

393 (± 37)

80.5

952

Star PPF DP40

286 (± 24)

87.8

976

Star PPF DP200

275 (± 11)

87.6

928

obtained by optical microscopy; bobtained by μ-CT; c calculated.
Optical micrographs and μ-CT images of scaffolds based on the linear PPF DP10

revealed a less defined structure and photocrosslinked PPF:DEF resin within the pores,
while scaffolds obtained from the star PPF were better homogeneous with highly
reproducible spatial arrangement of pores. Similar trend was found in scaffolds with other
CAD model designs as shown in supporting information (Figure S14, S15 and S16, with
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140 μm, 240 μm and 280 μm as strut size respectively). Porosity values, actual strut sizes
and pore sizes are summarized in Table 5.3.
These values highlighted a significant discrepancy between the CAD models and
the actual scaffolds for the linear DP10 and on the contrary, a good fidelity between the
desired characteristic dimensions and those obtained for the star PPF. This phenomenon
can be explained by that a larger UV irradiation time/layer was needed to print resins
formulated with linear PPF at DP10 level. Previous studies showed that increasing the
irradiation time/layer can cause undesirable “dark” curing, photo-crosslinking of the resin
in areas where no light is exposed, induced by diffusion of radical species..179
Consequently, the use of star PPF with higher molar mass allowed a shorter irradiation
time/layer and improved the 3D printing fidelity, resulting in well-defined scaffolds with
high porosity and thin strut sizes.
Mechanical properties of these scaffolds were measured via uniaxial compression
tests with a constant crosshead velocity of 0.5 mm·min-1 at room temperature. Scaffolds
with post-curing time of 45 min or 90 min were characterized by monitoring stress and
strain throughout the experiment (Figure 5.8A-J). The compressive moduli were calculated
using the slope of linear fitting in the linear regime. The reported results are average values
from five individual measurements and the associated errors are the standard deviations
(Figure 5.9).
Based on types of PPF used, designs of scaffold architecture and durations of postcuring, the stress versus strain curves highlighted completely different behaviors (Figure
5.8A-L). Scaffolds with the lowest strut size, i.e., 140 μm, exhibited brittle fracture,
irrespective of the PPF used or the post-curing time (Figure 5.8A, 5.8E and 5.8I).
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Figure 5.8. Stress versus strain curves of scaffolds after 45 min or 90 min of post-curing.
All the other scaffolds that underwent a short post-curing time of 45 min, supported
the applied load with no apparent sudden failure. Most of the scaffolds showed a trend of
successive collapse of in-plane pores (perpendicular to the force loading direction), the
plateau region on the stress-strain curve, which is a characteristic property of low-strain
failure. For the scaffolds based on star PPF DP40 and PPF DP200 and strut size of 280 μm
(respectively Figure 5.8H and 5.8L), the curves showed an initial linear elastic deformation
after which stress nonlinearly increased with the applied strain to reach a plateau regime,
highlighting lack of failure and stretching of struts.
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Figure 5.9. The 3D printed scaffolds after 90 min of post-curing exhibited a higher
compressive modulus compared to those obtained after 45 min of post-curing.
Upon further compression, the structure grew stronger after the densification as the
slope of the curve increased. This densification step appeared earlier for the linear DP10,
in a 25-40 % strain range, than that of the star PPF, in a 45-63 % strain range, indicating
higher elasticity of star PPF DP40 and 200 polymers themselves than linear PPF DP10.
After a post-curing of 90 min, the scaffolds of linear DP10 and strut sizes 140 and 200 μm
and all the scaffolds of star PPF DP40 exhibited brittle fracture while the other scaffolds
of linear DP10 and star DP200 displayed only a low-strain failure with successive pore
collapse. For these scaffolds obtained after a longer post-curing, the densification occurred
earlier than those after only 45 min, due to higher crosslinking ratios. Compressive
modulus varied between 3.26 ± 0.83 MPa and 12.3 ± 0.74 MPa for scaffolds that underwent
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45 min post-curing time, and between 5.65 ± 0.30 MPa and 22.9 ± 1.35 MPa for scaffolds
after 90 min post-curing time, so compressive modulus was generally found to be larger
after a longer post-cure treatment. Consequently, a longer post-curing time can increase
the compression modulus while make the scaffolds more brittle.
The compression tests led to another inquiry: how is the shape-recovery property
of those scaffolds that did not show failure, that are those of star DP40 and DP200 after 45
min post-curing? To answer this question, the height of the scaffolds was measured over
time just after compression and the actual height/initial height ratio was plotted with time
(Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10. Evaluation of shape recovery behavior at room temperature after compression
of scaffolds with 45 min post-curing time. (A) Actual height/initial height ratio versus time
for scaffolds based on star PPF DP40. (B) Actual height/initial height ratio versus time for
scaffolds based on star PPF DP200. (C) Pictures of a scaffold (four-arm PPF DP200, strut
size 280 μm, 45 min post-curing) during the recovery.
At room temperature, scaffolds of star PPF DP40 with strut sizes of 200 and 240
μm showed partial recovery, about 60 % and 70% height recovery and the strut size 280
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μm scaffolds with start PPF DP40 showed almost complete recovery, about 95 % in 5 min
(Figure 5.10A). In a different way, star PPF DP200 showed a better recovery as the strut
size increased, the scaffold with a 200 μm strut size reached 70 % of recovery, while
scaffolds with strut sizes of 240 and 280 μm led to 90 % and 100 % of recovery in 15 min
respectively (Figure 5.10B). These shape-recovery behaviors can be explained according
to the scaffold status after compression. For instance, scaffolds that showed an elastic
deformation and consequently no failure during compression test were able to recover their
shape once the compressive force was removed.

Figure 5.11. Evaluation of the shape recovery property after compression for scaffolds after
90 min of post-curing. (A) Actual height/initial height ratio versus time for scaffolds based
on star PPF DP200 recovered at room temperature. (B) Actual height/initial height ratio
versus time for scaffolds based on star PPF DP200 recovered at 40 °C.
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Then, we investigated the recovery properties at room temperature and at 40 °C
using scaffolds printed with star PPF DP200 with 90 min post-curing time (Figure 5.11).
At room temperature, these scaffolds were not able to recover more than 30% of their
height as showed in Figure 5.11A. However, at 40 °C, scaffolds with larger strut sizes
displayed better recovery behaviors (65% recovery for strut size 240 µm and 100%
recovery for strut size 280 µm), and scaffolds with the smallest strut size, 200 μm,
presented a poorer recovery, which was similar to that obtained at room temperature.
Scaffolds of star PPF DP200 were characterized by optical microscopy and μ-CT
before compression and after compression and total recovery (Figure 5.12). Pictures
showed very similar structures and no change in the porosity value was observed.

Figure 5.12. Optical micrographs of the top of the scaffolds of star PPF DP200 and μ-CT
images before and after compression and complete recovery.
Consequently, these highly porous scaffolds, based on star PPF DP200 and with
strut size of 280 μm showed good shape-memory behavior after compression. This
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recovery process can happen at room temperature or higher temperature (e.g., 40 °C),
depending on the duration of the post-curing.
Therefore, the mechanical characteristics of PPF scaffolds in this study are
influenced by combined factors: types of PPF used in resin formulation, the crosslinking
degrees (e.g., tuned by post-curing duration), strut size of the scaffolds.

5.5 Conclusion

The synthesis of four‐arm PPF via a core-ﬁrst approach was reported in this study
using sugar-based alcohol meso-erythritol as an initiator with total DPs in a 20-200 range.
Their star-shape was confirmed by combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy, size exclusion
chromatography (SEC), and viscosity measurements. These star PPF allowed for the
preparation of PPF:DEF resins with complex viscosities compatible with DLP 3D printing
with high DP values, resulting in the ability to print PPF with ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 nearly 8 times larger than
that of the largest linear PPF previously printed. Highly porous gyroid scaffolds were
manufactured with two different four-arm PPF, i.e., DP40 and DP200, and one linear
oligomer DP10 for comparison. The use of larger DPs lead to a faster printing speed,
resulting in better-defined gyroid structures. Their compression moduli were found to
increase with the post-curing time. Scaffolds based on star PPF200 were able to recover
their shape after compression, opening previously unexplored shape memory properties of
PPF-based scaffolds. Future investigations concern their degradability and ability to selffit into a complex shape of a bone defect.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

To tackle the unmet material supply issues in high-resolution 3D printing
manufacturing process (e.g., digital light processing, DLP) for patient-specific regenerative
medical applications, a series of bioresorbable poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) oligomers
with well-defined properties were synthesized via ring-opening copolymerization
(ROCOP) methods using biologically tolerant magnesium-based catalysts. To meet the
viscosity requirement for DLP 3D printing, PPF-based resins with printable viscosity were
prepared followed by evaluations of their 3D printing characteristics and mechanical
behaviors of the 3D printed tensile bars and porous scaffolds.
Chemical structures of ROCOP synthesized linear PPF oligomers were thoroughly
characterized by 1H NMR, 13C NMR, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and UV-Visible spectroscopy (UV-vis).
Molecular mass information was obtained by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and
MALDI. Physical properties of PPF were evaluated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and intrinsic viscosity measurements. Contrary to traditional step-growth synthetic method, the
ROCOP is a more reproducible synthetic route to generate PPF of desired molecular mass with
higher yields (e.g., 50-65% compared to 20-35%) and enables large batch synthesis
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(200g/batch). These ROCOP synthesized PPF oligomers also exhibited narrow
molecular mass distribution (1.3-1.6). These properties allow to predict the viscosity of PPF,
which is an important parameter in DLP 3D printing of PPF-based resins. Narrow molecular
mass distribution (Đm) can also contribute to control mechanical performances and resorption
profiles for the 3D printed products, which are of primary importance for regenerative
medicine applications such as bone tissue regeneration substitutes. Precisely controlled
̅̅̅̅
number-average molecular mass (𝑀
𝑛 ), molecular mass distribution and viscosity properties
will facilitate a predictable pathway for good manufacturing practice certification.
Subsequently, well-defined linear PPF (Đm < 1.6) were synthesized at three number̅̅̅̅
average molecular mass levels (𝑀
𝑛 ) from 1.1 kDa to 2.0 kDa using this ROCOP method. They
were further used in DLP 3D printing to evaluate their 3D printing and mechanical properties.
PPF-based resin viscosity can be adjusted into the DLP printable range (< 2 Pa·s) by decreasing
chain length of PPF used in resin formulation, increasing reactive diluent (i.e., diethyl fumarate
(DEF)) weight ratio in resin formulation and/or elevating 3D printing temperature. The
complex viscosity of linear PPF:DEF solutions was found increasing with the chain length and
following an Arrhenius model, providing a predictable resin complex viscosity at a designated
temperature (between 25-55 °C). These PPF with narrow Đm showed excellent 3D printing
consistency regarding the dimensions of 3D printed tensile bars. FTIR and swelling tests
denoted the crosslinking density of these 3D printed PPF products can be tuned with UV
exposure duration. The longer the UV exposure time, the higher the crosslinking density,
opening a window to tune the mechanical and degradation behavior of these 3D printed objects
for future works. Mechanical evaluations of these tensile bars demonstrated the ability of using
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such 3D printed PPF-based materials for bone tissue applications as their elastic moduli (from
178 ± 38 MPa to 199 ± 8 MPa) fell into the range of human trabecular bone.
As linear PPF oligomers have shown a drastic increase in complex viscosity of their
corresponding PPF:DEF resins when increasing the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF used, it is challenging to
3D print PPF of larger ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 . Another strategy was investigated with the aim to produce less
viscous resins while increasing the ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 of PPF used in the resin formulation and to evaluate
properties of these 3D printed products.
A series of five four‐arm PPF with total degree of polymerization (DP) from 20 to
200 were synthesized via a core-ﬁrst approach using sugar-based alcohol meso-erythritol
as an initiator. Their star-shape was confirmed by combination of 1H NMR, SEC, and
intrinsic viscosity measurements. The copolymerization process revealed a strong
concentration-dependence of the DP obtained; higher total monomer concentration was
required to reach larger DP PPF (e.g., 2 M for DP20 vs. 14 M for DP200). Kinetic studies
demonstrated star-shaped PPF can reach a designated DP in shorter time than their linear
analogues. Further complex viscosity measurements of resins made from star-shaped PPF
and DEF showed a decrease in complex viscosity as the DP of PPF increased, allowing 3D
printing of PPF with ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 eight times larger than that of the largest linear PPF previously
printed using the same DLP 3D printing technique.
The scale-up synthesis of linear DP10, star-shaped DP40 and DP200 PPF were
performed to obtain enough polymers for DLP 3D printing of cylindrical gyroid scaffolds
with a prescribed diameter of 6 mm, height of 4 mm, a target porosity of 88.2%, and four
strut sizes (140, 200, 240 and 280 µm). 3D printing was faster for resins containing PPF at
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larger DP. These scaffolds were then post-cured in a UV chamber for 45 min and 90 min
to improve their mechanical property. Porosity and strut size of each printing group were
thoroughly evaluated by optical microscopy and µ-CT. A significant discrepancy appeared
between the computer-aided design (CAD) models and the actual scaffolds for linear DP10
PPF, and on the contrary, a good fidelity was found between the designed dimensions and
those from printed scaffolds using star PPF. The longer printing time necessary for curing
resins of linear PPF oligomer showed an undesirable lateral curing.
For each DP group, compressive mechanical properties were significantly
influenced by the post-curing duration, and compressive moduli were found larger for
scaffolds with longer post-curing time. Interestingly, depending on the DP of PPF, strut
size, and/or post-curing duration, these scaffolds displayed brittle fracture, low-strain
failure or linear elastic deformation under compression. Scaffolds based on star PPF with
DP200 were able to recover their shape after compression, at room temperature for those
with 45 min post-curing and at 40 °C for those with 90 min post-curing. The largest strut
size (280 µm) was found to allow for a faster and better shape recovery. These observations
revealed a previously unexplored field, shape recovery properties of 3D printed PPF-based
scaffolds. Future investigations regarding their degradability and their potential to self-fit
into a complex shape of bone defect.
Accomplishments displayed in this dissertation provided a scale-up synthesis
method to reproducibly generate a bioresorbable material, which can be used in highresolution 3D printing techniques, allowing manufacturing of scaffolds that has the
potential to fill the resorption time gap between the degradation of polylactides (typically
within weeks), and poly(ε-caprolactone) (over the course of years). This is a critical
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window for the presence and absence of a scaffold. Initially the presence of a scaffold
facilitates either seeded and/or host cells and vasculature to infuse the tissue into the defect
space. Thereafter, in tissues that require remodeling to take on their adult function, the
absence of scaffolding material is essential. Designing the formulation of PPF-based resins
using chemical and physical strategies, combining the feasibility from computer-aided
design, allowed for 3D printing of PPF at higher molecular mass level, and resulted in
diverse mechanical properties. Such reproducible synthetic methods and resin viscosity
tuning techniques not only paved the road to further identify the potential of using 3D
printed PPF scaffolds in regenerative medicine field, but also can be adapted for the
developing other related biomaterials.
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APPENDIX

Procedures
̅̅̅̅
Large Batch Synthesis (𝑀
𝑛 =1.27 kDa) Synthesis of Poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene
oxide)
Maleic anhydride (2.856 mol) and propylene oxide (2.856 mol) were dissolved in
toluene (0.4 L) in a 2 L round-bottom flask at ambient temperature under nitrogen. After
all monomers were dissolved in toluene with magnetic stirring, Mg(OEt)2 (119 mmol;
molar ratio of MAn:Mg(OEt)2 = 24:1) was added to the mixture and the flask was moved
into a silicone oil bath equipped with a water reflux condenser to start polymerization at
80 °C for 40 h. After the designated polymerization time, the system was cooled to room
temperature under nitrogen, evaporated to remove all volatiles and then was diluted with
CHCl3, washed with water containing trace amount of HCl to remove the inorganic
compound. The organic layer was poured into hexanes after rotary evaporation, and the
precipitated polymer mixture was re-dissolved in a minimal amount of CHCl3 that was
then concentrated by rotary evaporation. Poly(malic anhydride-co-propylene oxide) was
obtained after drying the product under vacuum overnight at room temperature to remove
all volatiles, and then the molecular mass and mass distribution properties were
characterized by SEC after 1H NMR and 13C NMR characterization (SEC: ̅̅̅̅
𝑀𝑛 1200 Da;
1

H NMR please see Figure 3.1; 13C NMR shown in Figure S1). 13C NMR (300 MHz,
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Chloroform-d) δ (ppm): 164.64, 164.63, 164.35; 130.42, 129.92, 129.78, 129.25;
69.15; 66.37; 16.19.
Isomerization of Poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene oxide)
Diethylamine (0.15 equivalent) was added to poly(maleic anhydride-co-propylene
oxide) after dissolving the polymer in CHCl3 (1 mol/L) in a round-bottomed flask
equipped with a water reflux condenser to start isomerization at 55 °C for 20 h under
nitrogen. The mixture was then concentrated by rotary evaporation and washed with
phosphate buffer saline solution (0.5M, pH = 6) to remove the diethylamine. The organic
layer was collected after separation and sodium sulfate was added into the organic layer
to remove water. The concentrated organic layer was then precipitated into hexanes
several times to remove impurities. The precipitate was collected and kept in vacuum
overnight at room temperature to remove all volatiles. 1H NMR and 13C NMR were used
for characterization (1H NMR please see Figure 3.1; 13C NMR shown in Figure S1). 13C
NMR (300 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ (ppm): 164.36, 164.35, 164.04, 163.98; 134.01, 133.27;
69.26; 66.58; 16.34.
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Figures

Figure S1. 13C NMR for a poly(propylene malate) (PPM) intermediate and poly(propylene
fumarate) (PPF) in Chapter III.
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Figure S2. MALDI-TOF mass spectrograph of PPF sample number 3 in Table 3.1 showing
mass distribution in this sample.
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Figure S3. Enlarged portion of a MALDI-TOF mass spectrograph of PPF sample number
3 in Table 3.1 showing the repeat unit in PPF and the possible end group chemistries which
correspond the individual peaks in the distribution depicted in the mass spectrometry data.

=
Figure S4. (C) MALDI-TOF mass spectrograph of PPF sample number 4 in Table 3.1
showing mass distribution in this sample.
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Figure S5. Representative 1H NMR spectrum of poly(propylene fumarate) oligomer
(number 1 in Table 4.1)

Figure S6. Size exclusion chromatography profiles of poly(propylene fumarate) oligomers
(numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Table 4.1).
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Figure S7. MALDI-ToF spectra of poly(propylene fumarate) oligomers of 1.1 kDa (red),
1.7 kDa (blue) and 2.0 kDa (green) (numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Table 4.1 respectively).
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Figure S8. (A) Comparison of 1H NMR spectra of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate)
of a total DP20 with a meso-erythritol core (top) and corresponding four-arm star
poly(propylene fumarate) obtained after isomerization (bottom). (B) Size exclusion
chromatography profile of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate) of a total DP20 with a
meso-erythritol core.

Figure S9. (A) Comparison of 1H NMR spectra of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate)
of a total DP40 with a meso-erythritol core (top) and corresponding four-arm star
poly(propylene fumarate) obtained after isomerization (bottom). (B) Size exclusion
chromatography profile of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate) of a total DP40 with a
meso-erythritol core.
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Figure S10. (A) Comparison of 1H NMR spectra of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate)
of a total DP80 with a meso-erythritol core (top) and corresponding four-arm star
poly(propylene fumarate) obtained after isomerization (bottom). (B) Size exclusion
chromatography profile of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate) of a total DP80 with a
meso-erythritol core.

Figure S11. (A) Comparison of 1H NMR spectra of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate)
of a total DP120 with a meso-erythritol core (top) and corresponding four-arm star
poly(propylene fumarate) obtained after isomerization (bottom). (B) Size exclusion
chromatography profile of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate) of a total DP120 with a
meso-erythritol core.
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Figure S12. (A) comparison of 1H NMR spectra of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate)
of a total DP200 with a meso-erythritol core (top) and corresponding four-arm star
poly(propylene fumarate) obtained after isomerization (bottom). (B) Size exclusion
chromatography profile of four-arm star poly(propylene maleate) of a total DP200 with a
meso-erythritol core.

Figure S13. ηsp/c and ln(ηr)/c versus polymer concentration for star PPF DP40 and Linear
PPM DP40 solution in THF. Calculation of g1/2/g’ ratios corresponding to three or four
arms demonstrating the synthesis of four-arm PPF.
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Figure S14. (A) CAD file was created in Matlab using the Schoen gyroid triply periodic
minimal surface with 140 μm strut size, 489 μm pore size, and 88.2% porosity. (B) Optical
micrographs of the top of the scaffolds obtained from the different PPF (from left to right:
linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star PPF DP200). (C) μ-CT images of the scaffolds
obtained from the different PPF (from left to right: linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star
PPF DP200).

Figure S15. (A) CAD file was created in Matlab using the Schoen gyroid triply periodic
minimal surface with 240 μm strut size, 838 μm pore size, and 88.2% porosity. (B) Optical
micrographs of the top of the scaffolds obtained from the different PPF (from left to right:
linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star PPF DP200). (C) μ-CT images of the scaffolds
obtained from the different PPF (from left to right: linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star
PPF DP200).
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Figure S16. (A) CAD file was created in Matlab using the Schoen gyroid triply periodic
minimal surface with 280 μm strut size, 978 μm pore size, and 88.2% porosity. (B) Optical
micrographs of the top of the scaffolds obtained from the different PPF (from left to right:
linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star PPF DP200). (C) μ-CT images of the scaffolds
obtained from the different PPF (from left to right: linear PPF DP10, star PPF DP40, star
PPF DP200).
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